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A B S T R A C T

Myelin is a biological structure present in all the gnathostomata. It is a highly-
ordered structure, in which many lipid-enriched and densely compacted phospho-
lipid bilayers are rolled up in a cylindrical symmetry around a subgroup of axons.
The myelin sheath increases the electrical transverse resistance and reduces the ca-
pacitance making the saltatory conduction of action potentials possible and therefore
leading to a critically improved performance in terms of nervous impulse conduc-
tion speeds and travel lengths.

Myelin pathologies are a large group of neurological diseases that often result
in death or disability. In order to investigate the main causes of myelin damage
and its temporal progression many microscopy techniques are currently employed,
such as electron microscopy and histochemistry or fluorescence imaging. However,
electron microscopy and histochemistry imaging require complex sample prepara-
tion and are therefore unsuitable for live imaging. Fluorescence imaging, as well
as its derivatives, confocal and two-photon imaging, relies on the use of fluorescent
probes to generate the image contrast but fluorophores and the associated sample
processing, when applicable to living specimens, might nonetheless modify the bi-
ological properties of the target molecule and perturb the whole biological process
under investigation; moreover, fluorescent immunostaining still requires the fixation
of the cells. Coherent anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) microscopy, on the other
hand, is a powerful and innovative imaging modality that permits the study of liv-
ing specimens with excellent chemical contrast and spatial resolution and without
the confounding and often tedious use of chemical or biological probes. This is par-
ticularly important in clinical settings, where the patient biopsy must be explanted
in order to stain the tissue. In these cases it may be useful to resort to a set of
label-free microscopy techniques. Among these, CARS microscopy is an ideal tool
to investigate myelin morphology and structure, thanks to its abundance of CH2

bonds.

The chemical selectivity of CARS microscopy is based on the properties of the
contrast-generating CARS process. This is a nonlinear process in which the energy
difference of a pair of incoming photons (“pump” and “Stokes”) matches the energy
of one of the vibrational modes of a molecular bond of interest. This vibrational
excited state is coherently probed by a third photon (“probe”) and anti-Stokes radi-
ation is emitted.
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In this thesis I shall discuss the development of a multimodal nonlinear opti-
cal setup implementing CARS microscopy together with general Four-Wave Mix-
ing, Second Harmonic Generation and Sum Frequency Generation microscopies.
Moreover, I shall present a novel polarisation-resolved imaging scheme based on
the CARS process, which I named Rotating-Polarisation (RP) CARS microscopy and
implemented in the same setup. This technique, using a freely-rotating pump-and-
probe-beam-polarisation plane, exploits the CARS polarisation-dependent rules in
order to probe the degree of anisotropy of the chemical-bond spatial orientations
inside the excitation point-spread function and their average orientation, allowing
at the same time the acquisition of large-field-of-view images with minimal polarisa-
tion distortions. I shall show that RP-CARS is an ideal tool to investigate the highly-
ordered structure of myelinated nervous fibres thanks to the strong anisotropy and
symmetry properties of the myelin molecular architecture.

I shall also demonstrate that this technique allows the fully label-free assessment
of the myelin health status both in a chemical model of myelin damage (lysophos-
phatidylcholine-exposed mouse nerve) and in a genetic model (twitcher mouse) of
a human leukodystrophy (Krabbe disease) while giving useful insights into the
pathogenic mechanisms underlying the demyelination process. I shall also discuss
the promises of this technique for applications in optical tractography of the nerve
fibres in the central nervous system and for the investigation of the effects of ageing
on the peripheral nervous system. Moreover, I shall demonstrate by means of numer-
ical simulations that RP-CARS microscopy is extremely robust against the presence
of scatterers (such as lipid vesicles, commonly found in the peripheral nervous sys-
tem). Finally, I shall discuss the results of the exploitation of my multimodal setup
in a different area at the boundary of biophysics and nanomedicine: the observation
of the internalization of different kinds of nanoparticles (boron-nitride nanotubes,
barium-titanate nanoparticles and barium-titanate-core/gold-shell nanoparticles) by
cultured cells and the demonstration of the nanopatterned nature of a structure built
with two-photon lithography.
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1 I N T R O D U C T I O N

In this chapter I shall first very briefly illustrate the field of optical microscopy and then I shall
focus specifically on CARS microscopy, with some examples of its modern implementations.
After that, I shall discuss the myelin structure and function, together with some current
limitations in its visualisation. I shall conclude by describing the polarisation-dependent
effect in CARS microscopy, how it affects the myelin visualisation and how it can be fruitfully
exploited rather than suppressed.

1.1 m icroscopy

Modern microscopy started in 1677 with the observation of animalcules by Antony
van Leeuwenhoek [1]. At first it was intended to be a tool aimed at merely increas-
ing the resolving power and magnification of the human eye. However in the 20th

century new optical imaging modalities arose, including fluorescence microscopy:
invented in 1913 [2], it was first used in biology in 1941 [3] to immuno-label pneumo-
cocci bacteria. The possibility to generate image contrast based on extremely specific
sample properties transformed microscopy into a powerful analytical technique.

In the last few decades the introduction of confocal scanning fluorescence mi-
croscopy [4], together with the development of a broad range of specific fluorophores,
has enabled high-resolution imaging with biological selectivity and microenviron-
mental sensitivity [5], providing enormous benefits in the use of light microscopy
for biology research. Further modern developments of fluorescence techniques al-
low e.g. to observe single molecules in live cells [6–15], to overcome the Abbe spatial
resolution limit [16–31] and to visualise in real time the whole-brain nervous activ-
ity in live animals with cellular resolution [32–39]. The improvement of fluorescent
sensors [5], on the other hand, has enabled us to detect with high precision the con-
centration and the dynamics of a broad range of ions in cells or in the extracellular
environment, such as chloride [40–47] or calcium ions [48–62]. Moreover, recent de-
velopments allow us to detect with submicrometric resolution physical or chemical
local properties such as pH [40, 56, 63–67], oxygenation [68–70], polarity [71–74] and
viscosity [75–77] of the medium. In addition, the conjugation of the fluorophore with
a monoclonal antibody permits the achievement of a tremendous biological selectiv-
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2 introduction

ity, allowing for the discrimination of similar macromolecules that differ even only
by a single small post-translational modification [78, 79].

Fluorescence imaging techniques require a fluorescent label to be attached to (or
to interact with) the biomolecule of interest in one of the two following ways: the
fluorophores can be either genetically expressed by the cells or exogenously intro-
duced in them or in the surrounding tissue [80]. In order for a fluorophore to be
expressed by the cells, the cell (or its progenitors) must be transfected or trans-
duced beforehand with its encoding gene. Although both the introduction of the
fluorophore or the introduction of its gene and the presence of the fluorophore itself
can, in some cases, alter the biological properties of the sample, these issues are usu-
ally addressed in experimental settings by carefully monitoring the sample and by
thoughtfully comparing the results with data from control experiments.

There are, however, some particular cases where it is not practical or not desir-
able to perform sample labelling, because it may be time-consuming or problematic.
This is particularly true in clinical settings, where the patient biopsy must be ex-
planted in order to stain the tissue. In these cases it may be useful to resort to a
set of label-free microscopy techniques, the most important being autofluorescence,
Second Harmonic Generation (SHG), Sum Frequency Generation (SFG), Third Har-
monic Generation (THG), and Raman imaging and its derived techniques.

The first label-free microscopy technique discovered was autofluorescence, de-
scribed in 1904 by August Kohler [81]. This technique, together with its two-photon
variant [82, 83], is capable of visualising the endogenous fluorescent molecules. Un-
fortunately, autofluorescence microscopy is limited to a relative small and predeter-
mined set of molecules that are in a sufficiently high concentration in the cells or
in the tissues, such as: tryptophan [84, 85], NAD(P)H [86, 87], melanin [88, 89], and
elastin [90, 91].

The SHG effect was the first optical nonlinear effect to be proposed as a contrast-
generation mechanism for microscopy [92] and one of the first demonstrated [93].
The successive development of pulsed light sources greatly facilitated the exper-
imental implementations of nonlinear microscopy techniques [94]. SHG and SFG
require a non-centrosymmetric medium [95] and therefore only the biological struc-
tures that have this peculiar structural property (such as collagen fibres [96, 97] or
striated muscle myosin [97, 98]) can be visualised. The THG signal, on the other
hand, is generated by interfaces, where there is a strong refractive index mismatch
[95, 99], and it is therefore frequently used to observe lipid bodies [100] or particular
blood pigments [101].

Unlike the aforementioned modalities, Raman microscopy [102] is another label-
free imaging modality capable of detecting specific types of chemical bonds [103],
i.e. to provide a chemical-based contrast, and therefore in principle it is not limited
to a particular subset of endogenous biological components in the sample. However,
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the potential of spontaneous Raman scattering is not fully exploited due to its poor
cross section leading to a very low Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and, therefore, to
the necessity of long acquisition times that make it impractical for high-resolution
real-time biological imaging [104].

Coherent anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) microscopy – together with its
derived technique: Stimulated Raman Scattering (SRS) – on the other hand, is an
innovative imaging modality based on a Coherent Raman Scattering process that
maintains the chemical contrast typical of spontaneous Raman and therefore its vi-
sualisation capabilities are not limited to a restricted subset of endogenous molecules
(like autofluorescence) or to particular molecular symmetry or nanocomposition req-
uisites (like SHG/SFG or THG). CARS offers larger SNRs and therefore shorter ac-
quisition times with respect to spontaneous Raman scattering.

1.2 coherent anti-stokes raman scattering

1.2.1 CARS effect

The CARS process was observed for the first time in 1965 in the Scientific Laboratory
at Ford Motor Company [105] and it is a particular type of the Four Wave Mixing
(FWM) process. In the FWM process, three frequencies (ω1 , ω2 , and ω3) interact
in a nonlinear medium and generate a fourth frequency (ω4). If two of the three
interacting frequencies are equal (ω1 = ω3 , as in the common two-colour CARS im-
plementation), then it is named “degenerate FWM”. FWM is a parametric process,
i.e. the total energy and the total momentum of the incoming and generated elec-
trical fields are conserved and therefore the nonlinear medium acts as a mediator,
theoretically without energy absorption. The case:

ω4 = 2ω1 − ω2 , (1.1)

with ω1 > ω2 , is of particular interest, since it comprises the CARS process. The
energy diagrams of this particular case of degenerate FWM are presented in Figs.
1.1A (in its two-photon variant) and 1.1B, while the diagram of the phase-matching
condition is depicted in Fig. 1.2. The theory of this process is treated in great detail
in Ref. [106].

The source of the FWM (as well as CARS) signal is the induced third-order
medium polarisation:

P (3) = ε 0 X (3)E1 · E2 · E3 (1.2)
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A B C

Figure 1.1: Energy diagrams of degenerate FWM processes (A,B) and of the resonant CARS process
(C) in the two-colour implementation. Different colours label photons with different wavelengths: in (C)
pump photons are depicted in red, Stokes in green and anti-Stokes in blue. The energy ground state
is represented by a thick continuous line. In (C), unlike (B), the energy difference of the pump and the
Stokes photons matches a vibrational excited state of the molecule (thin continuous line).

where ε 0 is the electrical permittivity of the vacuum, X (3) is the third order suscep-
tibility tensor and the vectors Ei are the incoming electrical fields corresponding to
frequencies ω i (here i =∈ 1, 2, 3). Under the condition stated in Eq. 1.1 and if the
incident fields are approximated as plane waves (with amplitudes A i) linearly po-
larised along the x axis and collinearly propagating along the z-axis in a medium of
finite length L along the propagation axis, then Eq. 1.2 can be written as the follow:

P (3) (z , t) =
ε 0

8
X (3) A2

1 (z)A∗
2 (z) exp{ i [ (2k1 − k2 )z − ω4 t ]}x̂ + c .c .

(1.3)

where k i are the wavenumbers.

Following Eq. 1.3, the intensity of the FWM signal ( I4) generated from the induced
third-order medium polarisation is proportional to:

I4 (∆k) ∝

∣∣∣X (3)
∣∣∣

2
I 2

1 I2 L2 sinc2

(
∆k L

2

)
(1.4)

where I1 and I2 are the intensities of the beams at frequencies ω1 and ω2 , re-
spectively; sinc is the cardinal sine function (sinc(x) = sin(x)/x) and ∆k =
2k1 − k2 − k4 is the mismatch among the wavenumbers of the photons involved in
the process. The expression in Eq. 1.4 is maximised when sinc(0) = 1, i.e. when
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Figure 1.2: Phase-matching condition for the degenerate FWM process. The wavevectors of the beam at
frequency ω1, of the beam at frequency ω2 and of the beam at frequency ω4 are depicted in red, green
and blue, respectively.

∆k L = 0. This condition implies that for thick samples (large L) the wavenumber
mismatch ∆k described in Eq. 1.4 must be small (∆k ≪ 2π / L) to have significant
FWM signal generation. In this case, the signal propagates mainly in the forward
(trans) direction, as the backward-propagating signal is suppressed by destructive
interference [107]. On the other hand, for thin samples, when the length of the non-
linear interaction volume L is small (e.g. comparable to the pump beam wavelength
or smaller), the destructive interference is not complete (the sinc function in Eq. 1.4
is still close to one) and therefore a non-negligible amount of backward propagating
FWM signal is also generated [107] and can be detected in the epi-direction [108]. In
a similar fashion, a discontinuity of X (3) in the nonlinear interaction volume could
be considered as an extremely small object and therefore it induces the generation
of backward propagating signal [109].

In the CARS process the pair of incoming photons are named “pump” and “Stokes”
and, unlike the general FWM process, are exploited to coherently and resonantly
excite selected vibrational levels of a population of molecules. This is achieved by
choosing the beams so that their frequency difference (the beat frequency) matches
a vibrational frequency of the oscillating dipoles of interest, as shown in Fig. 1.1C.
The third photon is named “probe” and it comes from the same source as the pump
in the most frequently used two-colour CARS implementations. This photon coher-
ently probes the phonon population of the vibrational mode, generating anti-Stokes
emission at frequency ωaS = 2ωp − ωS, where ωp and ωS (i.e. the frequencies of the
pump and Stokes beams respectively) play the role of ω1 and ω2 in Eq. 1.1.
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In spectral regions where the Raman peaks are well separated, X(3) can be written
as the sum of a resonant and a nonresonant term [110]:

X(3)(ωaS; ωp,−ωS, ωp) = X
(3)
NR +

X
(3)
R

ων − (ωp − ωS)− iγν
(1.5)

where ων is the vibrational frequency of the oscillating dipole of interest and γν

the spectral bandwidth. X
(3)
NR represents the non resonant contribution to the third-

order susceptibility, it is independent from the frequency and originates from FWM
processes that occur concurrently with the CARS process [108]. For the sake of
readability, in the following I shall use the shorthand notation X(3)(Ω) in place
of X(3)(ωaS; ωp,−ωS, ωp).

Combining Eqs. 1.5 and 1.4 yields:

I(ωaS) ∝

∣∣∣X(3)
NR

∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣X(3)

R (Ω)
∣∣∣
2
+ 2X

(3)
NR Re X

(3)
R (Ω) (1.6)

where Re X
(3)
R (Ω) is the real part of X

(3)
R (Ω). The first component of Eq. 1.6 is

the cause of the so-called “non resonant background” that decreases the signal-to-
background ratio in the CARS spectra and the contrast in CARS imaging. The second
component is the resonant term and it dominates I(ωaS) when ωp − ωS = ων. The
third component is a mixing factor between the nonresonant contribution and the
real part of the resonant contribution, it presents a dispersive lineshape and causes a
distortion of the CARS spectrum with respect to the spontaneous-Raman-scattering
spectrum. For this reason the peaks in the CARS spectrum are redshifted with re-
spect to their spontaneous-Raman equivalents and present a negative dip at their

blue end [111]. It is important to note that I(ωaS) is proportional to
∣∣∣X(3)

∣∣∣
2
, which

means that, since X(3) is linearly dependent on the number of oscillators, then I(ωaS)
depends on the square of the number of oscillating molecules, unlike spontaneous
Raman scattering which is linearly proportional [112].

1.2.2 CARS microscopy

In CARS microscopy, spatially-resolved differences in the X(3) of the sample are
used to generate magnified images [113]. The nonlinearity of the process and its
vibrational selectivity are at the basis of several features of CARS microscopy, some
of which are shared with other nonlinear techniques, which make it particularly
suitable for biological imaging:
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• It generates images with contrast based on the chemical (vibrational) prop-
erties of the sample, similarly to spontaneous Raman microscopy. Unlike the
latter, however, the high SNR due to the coherent buildup of the CARS signal
from dense samples allows for significantly reduced acquisition times.

• The incident-beam wavelengths employed in CARS microscopy generally re-
side in the near-infrared region of the spectrum. With respect to visible-light
excitation, infrared light allows for larger penetration depths inside biological
tissues [114], up to 300 µm.

• Thanks to the nonlinear generation of the signal, the spatial resolution is sub-
diffraction limited [107] (down to approximately 250 nm).

• Since the signal is generated only in the nonlinear interaction volume, this
techniques offers 3D-sectioning capability.

• Unlike Two-Photon Fluorescence (TPF) microscopy, CARS microscopy is in-
sensitive to one-photon (auto)fluorescence backgrounds, since the generated
anti-Stokes signal is blue-shifted.

• CARS imaging is not subject to photobleaching effects [115] that affect fluores-
cence-based microscopy, and it is therefore well suited for prolonged acquisi-
tions.

It should be pointed out that the reduction in the image contrast caused by the
nonresonant background represents a significant drawback when imaging samples
with low concentrations of the target molecular oscillators. In order to address this
limitation, several methods have been developed and proposed in the literature [116,
117].

The first CARS microscope was built using a non-collinear design by Duncan
and collaborators in 1982 [118], and represented the first application of a nonlinear
microscopy technique to biological studies. The non-collinear design increases the
implementation complexity and it was superseded by Zumbush and collaborators
in 1999 [114] who presented the first CARS microscope with a collinear design. This
was made possible by using a high-Numerical Aperture (NA) objective lens that,
thanks to the large-angle incidence cone, allows it to satisfy the phase-matching
requirement. Moreover, the beam collinearity enabled for the first time the imple-
mentation of galvanometric scanning [119], which allows faster acquisition speeds
compared to sample scanning.

Another important improvement in the design of CARS microscopes and their ap-
plication to biological samples is represented by the implementation of epi-detection
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by Cheng and collaborators [108]. In fact, CARS imaging of thick tissues is pre-
vented in the transmitted direction by the severe scattering that light (especially in
the visible range) suffers in these samples [120]. The cited authors realized that the
same scattering that strongly suppresses the forward-propagating CARS transmis-
sion through the tissue, partially redirects the signal in the epi-direction allowing it
to be detected by a high-NA objective.

An important technique derived from CARS is SRS [121, 122]. In this technique,
the sample is illuminated simultaneously by the pump and the Stokes beams, simi-
larly to CARS, but the detected signal is represented by the decrease in intensity of
the pump beam – named Stimulated Raman Loss (SRL) – or the increase in intensity
of the Stokes beam – Stimulated Raman Gain (SRG) – mediated by the nonlinear
sample-light interactions. Notably, the relative change in beam intensity due to the
occurrence of SRL or SRG is very small, even smaller than 10−4 for typical biologi-
cal samples [123], and therefore its detection requires signal-modulation techniques,
e.g. homodyne detection by means of lock-in amplifiers (or similar methods [124]).
SRS presents several advantages over CARS [123, 125–128], one of the most relevant
being the complete suppression of the nonresonant background, thanks to the fact
that it does not lead to signal modulation. Other major advantages of these signal-
generation processes are: the linearity of the dependence of the signal intensity on
the oscillating-dipole concentration, the lack of the emission-spectrum distortions
typical of CARS spectra, and the absence of image artefacts caused by interference
effects of the resonant signal with non-resonant background. However, it should
be pointed out that the increased complexity of the experimental implementation
of SRS with respect to original CARS makes it difficult to apply this technique in
in-vivo settings, although proofs of principle have been reported [129] by using non-
standard detectors.

1.2.3 Examples of CARS-microscopy applications

Starting from the early pioneering works [114, 118], CARS microscopy has come
a long way to become nowadays a mature technique. During this process several
variants in the implementation of this microscopy concept have appeared.

Among these, one particularly promising implementation is “rapid broadband
fingerprint CARS imaging” recently described by Camp and collaborators [130]. In
broadband CARS [131, 132] multiple molecular vibration modes are excited at the
same time by exploiting broadband pump and/or Stokes beams. Therefore, the sig-
nal generated by the interaction with the probe beam contains information about
the vibrational spectrum of the molecules. In Ref. [130] the authors demonstrated
that a combination of a broadband and a narrowband incoming beam allows access
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to the entire biologically relevant Raman window (≈ 500-3500 cm−1). The first part
of this window (<2000 cm−1) is accessed by exploiting the broadband beam both
as the pump- and as the Stokes- beam (in this way the peak excitation frequency
is at 0 cm−1) and using the narrowband beam as probe beam, in the so-called in-
trapulse three-colour CARS implementation. At the same time, the second part of
the window (>2000 cm−1) is accessed by using the broadband beam as Stokes beam
and the narrowband beam both as pump and as probe beam, in a two-colour CARS
implementation. The first part of the window contains the Raman “fingerprint re-
gion” [133] that is characterised by multiple weak peaks and which can be used to
discriminate the different molecular compositions or states of the sample [134]. The
second part is dominated by the strong peaks of the CH2, CH3 and OH groups,
very abundant in biological samples. The weak peaks in the fingerprint region are
addressed thanks to the efficient stimulation of the Raman transitions by the in-
trapulse three-colour excitation and to the amplification caused by the heterodyne
mixing between the signal and the nonresonant background (the Raman spectrum
is then retrieved with a post-acquisition data-analysis procedure). In this way, by
exploiting the spectral information present in the fingerprint region the authors are
able to generate hyperspectral images with contrast based on selected Raman peaks
or linear combinations of peaks, as shown in Fig. 1.3.

In recent years the potential of CARS microscopy as an imaging tool for the study
of plant tissues has been increasingly highlighted. In fact, it gives access to the in-
vestigation of vegetal structures, such as epicuticular waxes (depicted in Fig. 1.4),
which are difficult to address in-vivo by using other optical-microscopy techniques
[135]. However, it should be pointed out that absorption and autofluorescence from
chlorophyll and other pigments can hamper CARS imaging inside the vegetal cells
[136] and, therefore, this microscopy technique is best suited for the observation of
the non-pigmented structures, such as the roots.

CARS microscopy has also proven to be an extremely useful tool for the observa-
tion of inorganic samples, such as spatially-heterogeneous geological samples. A re-
cent article [137] reported the exploitation of CARS microscopy and other nonlinear
optical microscopies to observe and discriminate water and methane inclusions in
samples from deep sedimentary basins and deeper crustal environments. The three-
dimensional resolution given by these techniques allowed the determining of the
sequence of evolving environmental conditions that the samples underwent to de-
fine, for example, the relationship of fluid inclusions with individual micro-fractures,
as shown in Fig. 1.5.

As already noted in Section 1.2.1, CARS is a particular case of the FWM process.
Typically, CARS microscopes are also able to exploit FWM as an additional contrast
generation mechanism. This is particularly useful because a large set of different
nanostructures are able to produce strong FWM signals that are compatible with
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Figure 1.3: (A) Spectral image of a portal triad within murine liver tissue with the nuclei in blue, collagen
in orange and protein content in green. A, portal artery; B, bile duct; V, portal vein; Ep, epithelial cell;
En, endothelial cell. (B) SHG image highlighting the fibrous collagen network. (C) SHG spectrum for a
single pixel. (D,E,F) Spectral images of individual vibrational modes represented by the colour channels
at 785 cm−1 (D); 855 cm−1 (E); 1004 cm−1 (F). (G) Single-pixel spectra from the nucleus (DNA), collagen
fibre, arterial wall and a lipid droplet. Scale bars: 20 µm. Figure and legend text reproduced with permis-
sion from: C. H. Camp Jr, Y. Jong Lee, J. M. Heddleston, C. M. Hartshorn, A. R. Hight Walker, J. N. Rich,
J. D. Lathia and M. T. Cicerone, “High-speed coherent Raman fingerprint imaging of biological tissues,”
Nature photonics, vol. 8, pp. 627-634, 2014 [130]. Copyright Nature Publishing Group.
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Figure 1.4: CARS imaging of the epicuticular wax of Hoya carnosa. (A) CARS image acquired in the epi-
direction at 2870 cm−1. (B) CARS image acquired in trans-direction at the same wavenumber. (C) Cross
section of the wax layer and the cuticula acquired at 2795 cm−1. Scale bar: 50 µm. Figure adapted with
permission from: I. Weissflog, N. Vogler, D. Akimov, A. Dellith, D. Schachtschabel, A. Svatos, W. Boland,
B. Dietzek and J. Popp, “Toward in Vivo Chemical Imaging of Epicuticular Waxes,” Plant Physiology, vol.
154, pp. 604-610, 2010 [135]. Copyright American Society of Plant Biologists.
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Figure 1.5: Three-dimensional representation generated from multimodal imaging of a geological sample.
Red: CARS signal from CH4-rich inclusions. Green: SHG signal from a healed microfracture. Scale bar:
20 µm. Figure reproduced with permission from: R. C. Burruss, A. D. Slepkov, A. F. Pegoraro and A.
Stolow, “Unraveling the complexity of deep gas accumulations with three-dimensional multimodal CARS
microscopy,” Geology, vol. 40, pp. 1063-1066, 2012 [137]. Copyright Geological Society of America.
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single-nanostructure fast imaging [138], without additional labelling. This point will
be discussed more in detail in Section 5.

CARS microscopy has also been employed for functional studies, in particular to
investigate selected molecular pathways in the nervous tissue. In a couple of recent
articles by Fu and collaborators [139] and by Huff and collaborators [140], epi-CARS
microscopy was used to visualise the myelin retraction around Ranvier nodes in
the spinal cord of rats and of guinea pigs. By combining in-vivo and ex-vivo CARS
observations with pharmacological manipulations, the authors demonstrated the
presence of a receptor-mediated Ca2+ overloading and subsequent calpain activation
at the basis of paranodal myelin retraction in response to glutamate excitotoxicity
and high-frequency electrical stimulation.

As I shall discuss more in detail in the next Section, CARS microscopy is well
suited to visualising myelin thanks to the strong CARS signal that is generated by
targeting its extremely abundant CH2 bonds [141].

1.3 myelin and its visualisation

1.3.1 Myelin

Myelin is a biological structure present in all the gnathostomata [142] that consists
of a thin insulating multilamellar layer wrapped around a subgroup of axons. It
was first described by Virchow in 1854 [143] and it is produced by Schwann cells in
Peripheral Nervous System (PNS) and oligodendrocytes in Central Nervous System
(CNS) as an extension of a modified plasma membrane, as is shown in Fig. 1.6.

Its purpose is to increase the transverse resistance and to reduce the capacitance,
making possible the saltatory conduction of the action potential (AP) [144]. In this
conduction modality ions are only exchanged across the axon membrane (thus re-
generating the AP) in short uninsulated zones called “nodes of Ranvier” (shown in
Fig. 1.6), spaced up to 1 mm apart, where ion channels are concentrated and exposed
to the external space. Saltatory conduction leads to critically improved nerve-impulse
propagation, with fewer ions needed to be pumped back to restore the resting po-
tential – leading to smaller energy dissipation – and higher propagation velocities,
up to two orders of magnitude.

Myelin is a highly-ordered structure, in which many alternated compacted layers
of proteins and lipids are spirally rolled up around the cylindrical axon. The typical
myelin-wall thickness is about 1 µm and is composed of approximately 80 wrap-
pings [145]. The layers that compose myelin follow the structure:

“-intracellular proteins-lipid bilayer-extracellular proteins-lipid bilayer-”
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Figure 1.6: Scheme showing an axon in the CNS myelinated by an oligodendrocyte. The nodes of Ranvier
are also displayed.

where the proteins are densely packed together and the lipid bilayer, with inter-
posed transmembrane proteins, is similar in structure (but not in composition) to
typical cell membranes [146]. Around 70% of the myelin dry weight is represented
by lipids [144]. Among the several hundred different lipid molecules present in
myelin [147], the most abundant ones are phospholipids, fatty acids, cholesterol,
and sphingolipids (such as galactocerebrosides in the CNS). The remaining 30% of
the myelin dry weight is composed of proteins. The most abundant myelin proteins
in the CNS are the myelin basic protein and the proteolipid protein (and, to a lesser
extent, the myelin-associated protein and the myelin-oligodendrocyte glycoprotein);
while the most abundant ones in the PNS are the myelin basic protein, the P0 glyco-
protein, the peripheral myelin protein-22, and the P2 protein (and, to a lesser extent,
the proteolipid protein and the myelin-associated protein) [144].

The volume between the outer-face and the inner-face of the lipid bilayers is com-
posed primarily of acyl chains oriented radially with respect to the centre of the
fibre. In other words, in this arrangement the linear acyl chains of the phospholipid
molecules present a perpendicular orientation with respect to the myelin wall sur-
face. Therefore, in a myelinated nerve fibre a large number of C-C molecular bonds
(composing the acyl chain backbone) are ordered around a radial axis of symmetry
while the corresponding CH2 bonds, being perpendicular to the backbone, possess
an azimuthal symmetry, as shown in Fig. 1.7.
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Figure 1.7: Myelin structure scheme at increasing magnifications: myelin (in green) is composed of alter-
nated layers of lipids and proteins enrolled around the nerve axon. The lipid layers are in turn composed
mainly of phospholipids, fatty acids, cholesterol and sphingolipids and interposed with transmembrane
proteins. In this scheme, for the sake of clarity, only the phospholipid moiety is depicted. All the acyl
chains of phospholipid bilayers are aligned in radial symmetry. The CH2 groups that form the acyl chains
are, in turn, aligned in an azimuthal symmetry, therefore their average direction is always tangential to
the surface of the nerve fibre.
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Myelin can be affected by several pathologies, which often result in death or inabil-
ity. Myelin pathologies are classified in dysmyelinating diseases and demyelinating
diseases [148]. In the former, myelin development is characterised by aberrant struc-
ture and/or composition and is therefore inherently prone to successive degenera-
tion [149]. Dysmyelinating diseases are usually of genetic origin and are exemplified
by leukodystrophies (e.g. Metachromatic leukodystrophy, Krabbe disease, Canavan
disease, X-linked adrenoleukodystrophy and Alexander disease). On the contrary, in
demyelinating diseases (also called myelinoclastic demyelinating diseases) normal
and healthy myelin is initially formed, followed by degeneration due to several pos-
sible factors. These factors can be classified as primary when they involve the early
destruction of myelin (even if a subsequent axonopathy can arise), or secondary
when the demyelination is a consequence of an axonal or a neuronal damage.

The possible causes of primary demyelinating diseases are [150]:

• Inflammation, in some cases in response to an immune system hypersensi-
tivity reaction (e.g. to infections, vaccinations or giving drugs). E.g.: multiple
sclerosis, acute-disseminated encephalomyelitis and acute haemorrhagic leu-
coencephalitis.

• Viral infections, e.g. progressive multifocal leucoencephalopathy.

• Exposure to biological toxins or inorganic toxic substances (e.g. lead or tel-
lurium).

• Undernourishment or dietary deficiencies (e.g. copper or B vitamins).

• Acquired metabolic alterations, frequently in association with liver diseases
(e.g. central pontine myelinolysis and extrapontine myelinolysis).

• Hypoxia or ischaemia. Usually these conditions cause necrosis in the nervous
tissue rather than demyelination though in rare circumstances the latter may
occur.

• Mechanical compression. Often remyelination occurs when compression is re-
moved.

For many of these pathologies medical treatment can only slow down the progress
of the disease, not being able to stop it or to lead to a stable restitutio ad integrum.

1.3.2 Current and emerging techniques for myelin microscopy

The clinical diagnosis of several neuropathies causing secondary demyelination (e.g.
chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy [151], polyarteritis no-
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dosa [152] or particular cases of Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease [153]) requires the
microscopic observation of the patient’s peripheral nerves.

At present, myelin and – in general – nervous-tissue observation is performed by
means of many well-established imaging techniques, such as histochemistry [154–
156] (also with fluorescent dyes [157, 158]), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
[156, 159, 160], immunofluorescence [161, 162], and Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) [163–165]. However, the first two techniques require complex sample prepara-
tion and for this reason they are unsuitable for live imaging. The third, immunoflu-
orescence, as well as its derivatives, confocal and TPF imaging, relies on the use of
fluorescent probes to generate the image contrast but fluorophores and the associ-
ated sample processing (i.e. fixation for immunostaining) might modify the biolog-
ical properties of the target molecule and can perturb the whole biological process
under investigation (as discussed also in Section 1.1). MRI, finally, while being capa-
ble of in-vivo full-body imaging, cannot afford the high spatial resolution offered by
electron and optical microscopies. These, in turn, require sample staining in order to
provide sufficient imaging contrast, a procedure that cannot be performed without
the surgical removal of a nerve sample, causing acute sensory deficit and leading to
possible long-term health problems [166].

CARS microscopy, on the other hand, is well suited to observing myelin and its
pathological modification without the need for staining procedures, thanks to the
strong CARS signal from the abundant CH2 bonds [141]. CARS imaging therefore
constitutes an extremely promising approach to overcoming the mentioned limita-
tions becoming a diagnostic tool to evaluate, in-vivo, the health condition of myeli-
nated fibres without damaging the nerve, provided that an optical access to the
nerve is made available.

In fact, CARS imaging is already proving itself to be an extremely useful tool to
study myelin in preclinical and basic research. Just to cite a few notable examples,
it is worth mentioning that it was recently employed to elucidate the cellular mech-
anisms at the basis of the myelin alterations in glutamate excitotoxicity [139], in
lysophosphatidylcholine-induced [167] and in compression-induced [168] damage
and during high-frequency stimulation [140]. It is also being extensively exploited
to study animal models of multiple sclerosis [169–171] and remyelination processes
[172] in view of clinical diagnoses of neuropathologies [173] and also for cardiovas-
cular diseases [174].

The extraction of quantitative morphometric parameters from CARS imaging of
myelin must anyhow take into account the presence of a “polarisation-dependent
artefact”, exemplified in Fig. 1.8. In particular, the image contrast depends on the
relative orientation of the myelin walls with respect to the polarisations of the incom-
ing beams [175]. In the following Section I shall discuss the origin and the nature of
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this artefact. I shall also show that it can be successfully exploited to extract spatially-
resolved useful information about the arrangement of molecules in the sample.

1.4 the cars polarisation-dependent effect

1.4.1 Observation of the polarisation-dependent effect

The presence of polarisation-dependent effects stems from the fact that the tensor
X(3) does not depend only on the chemical nature of the sample, but also on the
distribution of the dipole spatial orientations. Similar effects are present in several
other microscopies, including single-photon fluorescence [177–179], TPF [180–182],
label-free SHG [98, 183–186], and sample absorption [177, 187].

An example of the observation of this effect in CARS imaging is reported in Fig.
1.9, which shows a CARS image of a single lipid bilayer (the cellular membrane of
an erythrocyte ghost) [188]. In this preparation a large fraction of the CH2 molecular
bonds of the phospholipid acyl chains displays an azimuthal symmetry, similarly
to what happens in myelin (as discussed in Section 1.3.1). As the Figure shows, the
regions of the cellular membrane where the CH2 bonds are parallel to the incident
polarisations appear brighter than those where the CH2 bonds are perpendicular.

The polarisation dependence of the CARS signal was exploited to perform orien-
tation analysis with Polarisation-Resolved (PR)-CARS spectroscopy [189, 190]. The
first implementation of PR-CARS microscopy is described in an article from Cheng
and collaborators [191] where the authors exploited the polarisation-dependent ef-
fect to demonstrate the ordered orientation of hydration water at the surface of
phospholipid bilayers. They created “onion-like” structures consisting of multiple
alternate layers of phospholipids and water and then observed that the polarisation-
dependent effect was present both at the Raman shift corresponding to the CH2

bonds (phospholipid) and at the one corresponding to the OH bonds (water). In the
OH-case the phase of the angular dependence is perpendicular with respect to the
CH2-case, meaning that the hydration water is ordered, with the molecule symmetry
axis oriented along the phospholipid C-C backbone chains.

The polarisation-dependent effect was also exploited to study the molecular struc-
ture of vegetal fibres [192, 193]. In Ref. [193] the authors used CARS and SHG PR-
microscopy to demonstrate the conservation of molecular alignment of microfibrils
in natural and regenerated cellulose, even after hydration.
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Figure 1.8: Examples of the polarisation-dependent effect in myelin imaging. (A), (D), and (G) display
CARS images with vertically polarised excitations showing stronger CARS signal from vertically oriented
membranes and fibres. (B), (E), and (H) display CARS images with horizontally polarised excitations
showing stronger CARS signal from horizontally oriented membranes and fibres. (C), (F), and (I) display
CARS images reconstructed in a post-processing passage by combining the images acquired with the two
polarisations. In the reconstructed images the artefact is strongly suppressed. Scale bar: 20 µm. Figure
and legend text adapted with permission from: Y. Fu, T. B. Huff, H.-W. Wang, H. Wang, and J.-X. Cheng,
“Ex vivo and in vivo imaging of myelin fibers in mouse brain by coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
microscopy,” Optics Express, vol. 16, no. 24, pp. 19396-19409, 2008 [176]. Copyright the Optical Society of
America.
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Figure 1.9: CARS image (Raman shift: 2845 cm−1, acquired in the equatorial plane of the sample) of
an erythrocyte ghost composed of a single lipid bilayer. The double arrow in the top-left indicates the
direction of the linear polarisation of the incoming light. The two single arrows indicate the areas where
the CARS signal is maximum or minimum which correspond to where the CH2 bonds of the lipid acyl
chains are parallel or perpendicular to the polarisation plane respectively, as indicated in the schemes on
the right and at the bottom of the Figure. Scale bar: 2 µm. Figure reproduced with permission from: E.
O. Potma and X. S. Xie, “Detection of single lipid bilayers with coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
(CARS) microscopy,” Journal of Raman Spectroscopy, vol. 34, pp. 642-650, 2003 [188]. Copyright John Wiley
& Sons, Inc.
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1.4.2 The polarisation-dependent “artefact” in myelin

As discussed in Section 1.3.1, CH2 bonds in myelin display an azimuthal symmetry
and CARS imaging of myelin walls displays a polarisation-dependent effect similar
to that observed in erythrocyte ghosts [188]. This effect was observed starting from
the early reports of myelin CARS imaging [176]. However it was first interpreted
as a noxious artefact: a limiting factor for quantitative imaging, since it confounds
the extraction of morphometric parameters [175]. Consequently, in order to miti-
gate this, several methods were proposed in the literature. Among these, the first
was proposed by Fu and collaborators [176] and consisted of acquiring two con-
secutive CARS images of the same field using perpendicular orientations of the
incoming light polarisations. The two images were then fused in a computational
post-processing step, as shown in Fig. 1.8. It should be borne in mind that this ap-
proach, albeit qualitatively effective, is based on a simple approximation of X(3),
where only one term of the full tensor expression is considered [175].

A different approach was proposed by Bélanger and collaborators [175]. In this
article the authors proposed using circularly polarised incoming light: in this way
the polarisation-effect is almost completely suppressed without the need for post-
processing the images. It should be pointed out, however, that the conservation of the
polarisation state in a beam-scanning microscopy setup is not a trivial task and great
care should be taken to this end. In Ref. [175] the authors used a combination of half-
wave plates and quarter-wave plates, together with a careful calibration procedure
to be repeated before each experiment, to compensate for polarisation distortions,
which originate mainly from the dichroic mirror that allows collection of the signal
in the epi-direction. In a subsequent publication [194] the same group demonstrated
a calibration-free simplified setup based on an additional dichroic, identical to that
already present, introducing complementary polarisation distortions that cancel out
those introduced by the other element.

A very interesting observation was reported by Fu and collaborators. They demon-
strated that damaged myelin, unlike healthy myelin, does not display the polarisa-
tion-dependent effect in CARS imaging [167], as shown in Fig. 1.10. In this article rat
myelinated nervous fibres (both in-vivo in the sciatic nerve and ex-vivo in spinal cord)
were exposed to lysophosphatidylcholine (lyso-PtdCho), a demyelinating chemical
agent, and observed with PR CARS microscopy. This finding shows that the myelin
molecular symmetry and spatial anisotropy are also destroyed during this demyeli-
nation process.

This observation suggested an intriguing hypothesis: the polarisation-dependent
effect should not be considered a noxious artefact that has to be suppressed but pos-
sibly an efficient way to determine the local molecular order and extract information
about the myelin health status.
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A B

Figure 1.10: CARS images of normal myelin sheaths (A) and myelin sheaths exposed to lyso-PtdCho
(B) acquired with vertical (vertical arrows) and horizontal (horizontal arrows) excitation polarisation.
Scale bars: 10 µm. Figure reproduced with permission from: Y. Fu, H. Wang, T. B. Huff, R. Shi, and
J.-X. Cheng, “Coherent anti-stokes Raman scattering imaging of myelin degradation reveals a calcium-
dependent pathway in lyso-PtdCho-induced demyelination,” Journal of neuroscience research, vol. 85, no.
13, pp. 2870-2881, 2007 [167]. Copyright John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

1.4.3 Polarisation-dependent effects as a way to study myelin

The CARS polarisation-dependent effect was first exploited by Bioud and collabora-
tors to gather information about the molecular structure of myelin [195], although
they made no attempt to link this information to any biological (i.e. not merely struc-
tural) properties, such as its healthiness. To this end, they used a powerful analytical
framework developed by the same group in the context of FWM [195, 196] and
CARS [195, 197, 198] microscopy. It consists of monitoring the signal intensity while
rotating the incident-light polarisation plane and is able to accurately estimate the
mean orientation of the molecular angular distribution and its second- and fourth-
order of circular symmetry.

A very recent alternative approach to studying the zeroth-, second-, and fourth- or-
der circular-symmetry properties of the sample (applied also to myelin) with CARS
microscopy was proposed by Cleff and collaborators [199]. In this method the sample
is illuminated alternately with left- and right-handed circularly-polarised light and
then the left- and right-handed circular-polarisation components of the CARS signal
are simultaneously detected. By recording the intensity of these two components
while varying the polarisation state of the pump and Stokes beams, it is possible to
determine in real-time the symmetry properties of the molecular distribution.

As I shall discuss more in detail in Sections 2.1.3 and 3.2.2, instead of focussing
on the extraction of accurate information about the molecular symmetry structure,
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I decided to exploit the same optical properties of the CARS process as an effective
tool to gather information about the biological status of myelin. To this end, I pro-
posed a CARS microscope based on a rotating linear-polarisation plane of the pump
beam and a circularly polarised Stokes beam. By means of this approach it is pos-
sible to visualise the degree of orientation anisotropy of selected molecular bonds
and to detect their average orientation direction within the Point Spread Function
(PSF). Finally, in Section 3 I shall link this information to biological properties of
the myelinated nerve fibres, such as the local orientation, the health status and the
ageing effects.



2 M U LT I M O DA L S E T U P

In this chapter I shall describe the CARS microscopy setup that I have developed and the
experimental validation of the Rotating-Polarisation (RP) system. Then I shall detail the im-
provements that were implemented to enable fast, wide-area RP-CARS imaging, overcoming
all the limitations that were identified in the initial approach. In particular, great care was
taken to optimise the scanning speed and to minimise the polarisation distortions. Finally, I
shall discuss a simplified frequency-resolved-optical-gating-like approach that I exploited to
completely determine the pulse characteristics and to optimise the spectral resolution of the
optical setup.

2.1 cars-microscope setup

2.1.1 Basic design

The first CARS microscope was a custom-built implementation of a broadband-
CARS scheme. It is schematically shown in Fig. 2.1. 800 nm pump and probe degen-
erate beams were generated by a Titanium Sapphire (Ti-Sa) pulsed laser (Chameleon
Vision 2, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, California, U.S.A.) and spectrally narrowed by
a pair of bandpass filters (labelled as 3-nm BP in Fig. 2.1) centred at 800 nm with a
Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of 3 nm. Approximately 750 fs pulses were
then sent to a telescopic beam expander. A broadband Stokes radiation (covering
a wavelength range from 450 nm to 1200 nm) was generated by a nonlinear crystal
(SCG, photonic-crystal fiber SCG-800 Newport [200]) pumped by a fraction of the
800 nm pulses diverted from the pump beam by means of a beam splitter (BS). In
order to excite the symmetrical stretch vibration of the CH2 bonds, a spectral re-
gion ranging from 1000 nm to 1100 nm was selected from the broadband radiation
by means of a combination of short-wave and long-wave pass filters (not shown in
the Figure). Stokes radiation chirp was optimised by carefully tuning the power and
chirp of the input pulse [201]. A 818 nm long-pass dichroic filter (D) recombined
the pump and probe pulses with the Stokes ones. Temporal overlap between the
pulses was achieved by adjusting a delay line (DL) on the Stokes-pulse path. The
pulses were then routed to the high-numerical-aperture lens (Obj, Zeiss EC Plan-
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the initial CARS microscope. The 800 nm pulses from the laser (fs
Laser), shown as red lines, are split by a beam splitter (BS) and routed to the supercontinuum generator
(SCG) and through two 3 nm bandpass filters (3-nm BP) centred at 800 nm. The broadband radiation
(green lines) is delayed by a delay line (DL) and recombined with the 800 nm radiation by means of a
dichroic mirror (D). The two are then routed to the high-numerical-aperture lens (Obj) through a pair of
galvo-scanning mirrors, a scan lens and a tube lens. The CARS signal from the sample (S) is collected by
a condenser lens (Cond), band-pass filtered (BP), and routed to a photomultiplier tube (PMT). M0 to M2

are silver-coated mirrors.
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Figure 2.2: Plot of the spectrum collected from a BaTiO3 nanoparticle illuminated with the pump-and-
probe and Stokes beams overlapping in time.

NEOFLUAR, 40×, 1.3 NA) of an inverted microscope (Axio Observer Z1, Carl Zeiss
MicroImaging GmbH, Göttingen, Germany) through a pair of galvo-scanning mir-
rors (XY, GVS002, Thorlabs, Newton, New Jersey, U.S.A.), a scan lens and a tube
lens.

The CARS signal was collected from the sample (S) by a condenser lens (Cond,
0.55 NA), filtered with a band-pass filter (BP) centred at 650 nm with a FWHM of
10 nm (to select the Raman band of the CH2 bonds here of interest at 2850 cm−1),
and routed to a red-sensitive photomultiplier tube (PMT, R3896, Hamamatsu, Hama-
matsu City, Japan). The PMT output was finally sent to a data acquisition/generation
board (USB-6366, National Instruments Corporation, Austin, Texas, U.S.A.) which
also controlled the two galvo mirrors.

An exemplificative spectrum of the generated multi-modal signals is shown in Fig.
2.2. The pump-and-probe beam and the Stokes beam were temporally synchronised
and focused on BaTiO3 nanoparticles (described in Ref. [202]), which were chosen
as a test sample because of their strong nonlinear optical properties [203, 204]. The
SHG signals from the pump-and-probe beam and from the Stokes beam, the SFG
signal from the two beams and the FWM signal are all easily identifiable on the
spectrum.

2.1.2 Rotating-Polarisation system

To take advantage of the polarisation selection rules of the CARS process [175], I
have further improved the setup described in Section 2.1.1 in order to make it ca-
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pable of detecting the local microscopic orientation of the chemical bonds under in-
vestigation [205], and I named this new technique: Rotating-Polarisation (RP)-CARS
microscopy. As shown in Fig. 2.3, a rotating half-wave retarder (R-λ/2) was placed
on the pump-and-probe beam path before the telescopic beam expander while an
achromatic quarter-wavelength retarder (λ/4) was employed to transform the lin-
early polarised Stokes pulses into circularly polarised radiation. A second quarter-
wavelength retarder was introduced in the pump and probe path in order to com-
pensate for polarisation distortions caused by the 818 nm long-pass dichroic filter
(D) [175].

With respect to the approach described in Ref. [176], where all the polarisations
of the pump, Stokes, and probe beam were chosen to be linear and parallel to each
other at the sample, my implementation consists of a circularly-polarised Stokes
beam and a (rotating) linearly-polarised pump and probe beam. This choice avoids
a few drawbacks of the all-linear-polarisation approach:

• Rotating the Stokes and pump-and-probe beams with the same half-wave re-
tarder leads to small ellipticity of at least one of the beams due to their different
wavelengths, even with an achromatic retarder.

• Rotating the Stokes and pump-and-probe beams with two different half-wave
retarders would be technically challenging because the retarders would need
to be rotated exactly at the same frequency and phase.

On the contrary, in my approach the rotating half-wave retarder can be matched
to the frequency of the narrowband pump-and-probe beam and the Stokes-beam-
polarisation circularity can be obtained and tested at the sample by carefully adjust-
ing a quarter-wavelength retarder.

The output of the PMT was fed into a lock-in amplifier, whose reference frequency
was generated by a Hall-effect Sensor (HS) mounted in proximity to the electric
brushless motor that drives the R-λ/2. The HS output two TTL pulses for each
complete rotation of the retarder. Therefore, this signal has the same frequency of
the rotating pump-and-probe polarisation plane and a fixed phase delay with respect
to it. For conventional CARS imaging, the PMT output was also sent to the data
acquisition/generation board that controlled the two galvo mirrors.

2.1.3 Theory

Following Refs. [176, 206, 207], the third-order susceptibility of the linear acyl chains
of the phospholipidic membranes of the myelin layers can be described by a fourth-
rank tensor containing just four independent coefficients: c11, c16, c18, c33, as shown
in the following:
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the first RP-CARS setup. With respect to the original setup shown
in Fig. 2.1, a rotating λ/2 retarder (R-λ/2) was placed on the pump-and-probe beam path (shown as red
lines). The linearly-polarised broadband radiation (green lines) was transformed into circularly polarised
light by a λ/4 retarder (λ/4). A second λ/4 retarder in the pump-and-probe path compensated for
polarisation distortions caused by the dichroic mirror “D”. The output of the PMT was measured by
phase-sensitive techniques by means of a lock-in amplifier. The reference phase and frequency for the
lock-in amplifier was generated by an HS in close proximity to the rotor of the brushless motor that
rotates R-λ/2. For all other symbols in the scheme, please refer to the legend in Fig. 2.1.
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(2.1)

i, j, k, l ∈ x, y, z

In Cartesian coordinates xyz, where the z-axis is oriented along the optical axis, the
electric fields of a linearly polarised pump-and-probe beam (Ep), with a polarisation
plane rotating at an angular velocity ω, and a circularly-polarised Stokes beam (ES)
can be modelled as plane waves and described as in the following:

Ep = Ap[e
it(ωp+ω)(x̂− iŷ) + eit(ωp−ω)(x̂+ iŷ)] + c.c.

ES = ASe−iωSt(x̂± iŷ) + c.c.
(2.2)

where ωp and ωS are the frequencies of the two beams, and x̂ and ŷ are the unit
vectors along the respective axes.

In the described geometry, the time-dependent CARS-signal intensity is propor-
tional to:

ICARS(t) ∝ I2
p IS

[
Adc + A2ωe(2iωt+iφ) + A4ωe(4iωt+iφ)

]
, (2.3)

where Ip and IS are the intensities of the pump-and-probe beams and of the Stokes
beam respectively, and:

Adc = 3c2
11 + 2c11c16 + 14c2

16 + 2c33c16 + 3c2
33

A2ω = 4(c2
11 − c2

33)

A4ω = c2
11 − 2c11c16 − 6c2

16 − 2c33c16 + c2
33.

(2.4)

Here φ is the angle at t = 0 between the polarisation plane and the acyl chains. By
employing phase-sensitive techniques the three terms Adc, A2ω, A4ω and the phase
φ that represents the local orientation of the dipoles can be readily measured.
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In order to get accurate results it is of paramount importance to compensate for
polarisation distortions, due to different retardation of the p and s components of
the fields introduced by the dichroic mirror D. To this end, the FWM signal coming
from the glass cover slip can be exploited to calibrate the system, since it contains
exclusively an isotropic contribution due to the amorphous nature of the glass. It
can be described by the following third-order susceptibility [112]:

Xijkl ∝ δijδkl + δikδjl + δilδjk. (2.5)

In the ideal case of a circularly polarised Stokes beam and rotating perfectly-linear
pump-and-probe beams, it is easy to see that ICARS(t) is a constant. On the contrary,
if the Stokes beam is elliptical rather than perfectly circular, the CARS signal also
contains a second-harmonic component:

ICARS(t) = I2
p IS

[
Bdc + B2ωe(2iωt+iφ)

]
, (2.6)

where Bdc and B2ω depend on the amount of distortion from a perfectly circularly
polarised beam and φ depends on the orientation of the ellipse axis.

The other possible deviation from the ideal case stems from polarisation distor-
tions of the pump-and-probe beam caused by D. In this case ICARS(t) contains both
second-harmonic and fourth-harmonic contributions in addition to a constant term.

These considerations imply that it is possible to compensate for polarisation-
distortion effects by minimising — introducing opposite distortions using the two
additional quarter-wavelength retarders — the second- and fourth-harmonic com-
ponent of the FWM signal from a glass slide. Ratios A2ω/Adc and A4ω/Adc smaller
than 0.5% could routinely be achieved.

2.1.4 Experimental validation of the RP-system

In order to validate the described approach, the RP-CARS setup was used to visu-
alise a sample of mouse-brain white matter. The mouse brain is a complex tissue,
where grey matter (cell somata and non-myelinated axons) is interposed with white
matter (myelinated and non-myelinated axons). White matter gives a strong CARS
signal at 2850 cm−1 from the highly ordered CH2 bonds due to the lipid-rich myelin
[141, 176, 208].

The incident laser light is linearly polarised in traditional CARS microscopes. This
usually leads to the artefact described in Section 1 and similar to the one depicted
in Fig. 2.4 that shows an individual myelinated axon placed perpendicularly to the
imaging plane: chemical bonds aligned with the polarisation plane of the incident
light generate a stronger CARS signal with respect to those aligned perpendicularly.
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A B

Figure 2.4: Polarisation-dependent artefacts in a CARS image of a single nerve axon in transverse section
(CH and CH2 bonds). (A) The polarisation-dependent artefact is evident when linearly-polarised light is
used. In this case the CH and CH2 chemical bonds aligned with the polarisation plane of the incident
light (vertical in the image) generate a stronger CARS signal. (B): Same as (A) but using a perpendicular
polarisation plane of the incident light (horizontal in the image). The pump and probe beam and the
Stokes beam power was respectively 30 mW and 12 mW. Scale bar: 0.5 µm.

Such artefacts can be mitigated by post-processing two images acquired with orthog-
onal polarisations [176] or by using circularly polarised light [175].

RP-CARS exploits, rather than circumvents, polarisation selection rules in order
to gather information on the local orientation anisotropy of chemical bonds. The
radius signal originated by the lock-in amplifier (A2ω, when the second harmonic
with respect to the reference frequency is selected) is a measure of the local – within
the PSF volume – in-plane anisotropy of the molecular-bond orientation. The phase
of the signal (φ), measured by the lock-in, corresponds to the average orientation
of the target bonds. In order to visualise both signals at the same time, I used the
Hue, Saturation, Value (HSV) colour space, where the A2ω signal is mapped onto
the value channel and the φ signal onto the hue. Saturation is kept at the maximum
value. This visualisation method is described in Fig. 2.5, showing the same single
individual axon displayed in Fig. 2.4. Also, by using RP-CARS it is possible to gen-
erate images free from polarisation artefacts by exploiting the Adc signal, as shown
in Fig. 2.5A. The A2ω signal and the φ signal from the lock-in are shown in Fig. 2.5B
and Fig. 2.5C respectively. The final image obtained according to the approach de-
scribed above is displayed in Fig. 2.5D. φ acquires random values when the SNR is
very small, but this does not affect the final fusion image because the brightness is
small too. The myelin sheath changes colour smoothly, covering all the possible ori-
entations, owing to the directionality of the CH2 bonds in its phospholipid bilayers:
the CH2 bonds of the phospholipid acyl chains always lie in planes parallel to the
surface of the membrane, and therefore gradually assume all possible orientations
in the circumference of the sheath.
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A B C D

Figure 2.5: RP-CARS imaging of the same single nerve axon as in Fig. 2.4 (CH2 bonds, transverse section).
(A): Image constructed using Adc. Compared to the images in Fig. 2.4 it is free from the polarisation
artefacts. (B): Image constructed using A2ω (bright pixels indicate that the signal value depends strongly
on the light-polarisation orientation). (C): Image of the φ signal collected from the same region (the
colours indicate different light-polarisation orientations). (D): RP-image created in the HSV colour space,
mapping the φ values onto the “hue” channel and mapping A2ω onto the “value” channel, while keeping
the “saturation” channel values at maximum. The myelin sheaths change colour smoothly, covering all
the possible orientations. Inset: colour-coding scheme of the hue-mapped orientation. The power levels
were the same of Fig. 2.4. The scale bar length is 0.5 µm.

As noted above, lock-in techniques give access to Adc, A2ω and A4ω and, in
turn, to the coefficients of the third-order susceptibility (up to a proportionality fac-
tor). Focusing this microscope on a myelinated fibre wall yielded Adc = 150 mV,
A2ω = 38.5 mV, and A4ω = 2.5 mV. Inverting Eq. 2.4 the following values for the
coefficients can be calculated: c11 = 1, c16 = 0.28, c33 = 0.75, in good agreement with
values previously reported for fixed tissues [175].

Biological sample preparation

Adult wild-type (WT) mice were perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde. The fixed
brains were extracted from the skull and cut with a vibratome in coronal slices of
100 µm to 150 µm thickness. The slices were then mounted on standard microscopy
slides in the presence of Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) solution and finally sealed
with a glass cover slip and nail polish.

2.2 improvement of the rp-cars setup

2.2.1 Generation of the incoming beams

During the first years of my Ph.D. course, several limitations of the original RP-
CARS setup were identified and consequently a second setup was developed in
order to overcome them. For this purpose, particular attention was given to the
following technical aspects: the generation of the incoming beams (described in this
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Section), the optimisation of the acquisition process (described in Section 2.2.2), the
movements of the scanning mirrors, the minimisation of the polarisation distortions
(described in Section 2.2.3) and the spectral focusing (described in Section 2.3).

A major limiting factor for the CARS signal levels (ICARS) was identified in the
generation method of the Stokes beam, the supercontinuum generator (SCG). Since
ICARS is proportional to the intensity of the Stokes beam (IS) and to the square of
the intensity of the pump-and-probe beam (I2

p):

ICARS ∝ IS I2
p , (2.7)

it follows that, for a fixed total incoming light intensity:

IT = IS + Ip, (2.8)

limited by the photodamage level for biological tissues (here I am assuming for the
sake of simplicity that the photodamage does not depend on the wavelength of the
radiation), the maximum of ICARS is achievable when:

Ip = 2IS. (2.9)

Nevertheless, it was not possible to meet this condition because the light generated
by the SCG ranges from 450 nm to 1200 nm [200] and therefore the fraction that
excites the Raman band of interest at 2850 cm−1 is very small (being limited in the
range between 1000 nm and 1100 nm). In order to overcome this limitation, the SCG
was replaced by an Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO). In this way it is possible to
convert a greater amount of power from the pump-and-probe beam into a relatively
narrowband Stokes beam, leading to greater intensity of the generated CARS signal.
The difference in the bandwidth of the Stokes beam can be visualised by comparing
the SHG signal generated by barium titanate nanoparticles when exploiting the SCG
(Fig. 2.2) or the OPO (Fig. 5.3D).

The improved RP-CARS setup is schematically shown in Fig. 2.6 (left). The 810 nm
pump-and-probe beam is generated by the Ti-Sa pulsed laser (“fs Laser”). Part of
this beam is used to pump the OPO (“OPO”; Oria IR, Radiantis, Barcelona, Spain)
and the 1060 nm signal beam generated by the OPO is used as the Stokes beam (the
idler beam of the OPO is dumped). The Ti-Sa laser is optically isolated from the
OPO by a Faraday isolator (“Is”), in order to prevent back-reflections from the OPO
entering the laser cavity.

Each beam passes through an SF6 optical-glass block (“G” and “G'”) and tele-
scopic beam expanders (“BE” and “BE'”). The thicknesses of the optical glass blocks
were carefully chosen in order to achieve spectral focusing [209–211] in the sample
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optical plane by optimal tuning of the pulse Group Delay Dispersions (GDDs) and
are computed in order to yield GDDs of approximately 30000 fs2 at the wavelengths
of interest here for each of the two beams (as is described in great detail in Section
2.3). If the chirps are chosen appropriately, the instantaneous frequency difference
between the pump and Stokes beam is constant as a function of time. This approach
was shown to yield improved spectral selectivity, comparable with that obtainable
with transform-limited pulses with the same duration of the chirped pulses, and
increased ratio between the resonant and non-resonant signals.

Before being recombined by means of a 900 nm long-pass dichroic mirror (“D”)
the Stokes beam is delayed by a delay line (“DL”) in order to temporally overlap
to the pump-and-probe beam and each beam passes through a pair of waveplates.
Specifically, the Stokes beam is circularly polarised by means of a pair of λ/4 re-
tarders (“λ/4”) that also compensate for polarisation distortions induced by the
downstream Dichroic Mirrors (DMs); while a mechanically rotating λ/2 retarder
(“R-λ/2”) is used to continuously rotate the polarisation plane of the linearly po-
larised pump-and-probe beam and a second fixed λ/4 retarder (“λ/4”) on the
pump-and-probe beam line is used for the polarisation-distortion compensation.

The combined pump-and-probe and Stokes beams are then routed to the high-
numerical-aperture (NA) lens (“Obj”, Objective C-Achroplan W, 32×, 0.85 NA, Carl
Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Göttingen, Germany) of the inverted microscope through
a pair of galvo-scanning mirrors (“XY”), a scan lens, a DM, a compensation lens,
and a tube lens. This lens arrangement is further described in the Section 2.2.3. The
CARS signal originating from the sample (“S”) is collected both in the trans-direction
by a condenser lens (“Cond”, 0.55 NA) and in the epi-direction and then detected
by means of red-sensitive photomultiplier tubes (“PMT”). In the trans-direction the
CARS signal is edge-filtered to remove the excitation photons and band-pass filtered
(BP, filter centred at 650 nm and with a FWHM of 50 nm) to select the Raman band
of the CH2 bonds (2850 cm−1). In the epi-direction the CARS signal is routed to the
detector by means of a dichroic mirror (“D”) situated between the compensation
lens and the scan lens and then filtered in the same way as the trans-direction signal
(“BP”) and focalised by an additional lens. Silver-coated mirrors are labelled with
“M”.

The output of the PMTs and the signal generated by the HS of the brushless motor
that rotates the λ/2 waveplate are acquired by the digital acquisition board (“Soft-
ware Lock-in”) and elaborated by a custom-made software application (written in
LabVIEW programming language, Lab-VIEW 2010 SP1, National Instruments Cor-
poration, Austin, Texas, U.S.A.) running on a PC to compute – in real time and for
each pixel – Adc, A2ω, and φ of the raw CARS signal. This acquisition method is
described in greater detail in Section 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.6: (Left): Second RP-CARS setup. Femtosecond laser (fs Laser), Faraday optical isolator (Is), op-
tical parametric oscillator (OPO), SF6 optical glasses (G and G'), beam expander (BE), dichroic mirrors
(DM, DM'), rotating half-wave plate (R-λ/2), quarter-wave plate (λ/4), delay line (DL), galvanometric
mirrors (XY), sample (S), microscope objective (Obj), condenser (Cond), band-pass filter (BP), photomul-
tipliers (PMT). The custom-made software (Software Lock-in) computes Adc, A2ω and φ values from the
detected signals. Thick red, green, and blue lines show the paths of the pump, Stokes and signal beams
respectively. (Right): Detail of the laser-scanning optics, showing the scan lens (SL), the compensation lens
(CL), the tube lens (TL, inside the microscopy body), the objective (Obj), and the galvanometric mirrors
(XY). BFLs,c: back focal length of the virtual lens formed by the scan lens and the compensation lens; ft,
fs: focal length of the tube lens and of the scan lens, respectively. The blue dash-dotted line indicates the
optical axis. The red lines indicate the beam path.
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2.2.2 Fast-scanning technique

In order to speed up the acquisition process, a software approach was elaborated
that mimics a hardware lock-in amplifier [212] and the algorithm was implemented
with the LabVIEW programming language. Images are acquired by raster-scanning
the laser spot onto the sample using a pair of galvanometric mirrors and digitising
under computer control the output of the PMT and the output of the HS by means
of the digital acquisition board. In the following I shall refer to lines of pixels along
the fast-scan direction as “columns” and those perpendicular to it as “rows”. Each
column of the image is scanned multiple times (N) while the R-λ/2 is rotating and
the corresponding signal processed after moving the laser spot to the next column.

For each pixel, the signals from the PMT and from the HS are acquired with an
integration time of Tp. Care has to be taken in order to choose the time needed to
scan the column, TL = Tpny (where ny is the number of pixels per column) to be
much shorter than the rotation period so that each pixel of the column is sampled
many times for each rotation period in order to satisfy the Nyquist sampling theorem
but, at the same time, long enough to account for the limited dynamics of the galvo
mirror (400 Hz resonant frequency). Additionally, the total acquisition time of the
column, 2NTL (here the factor of two accounts for the fact that the columns are
always scanned in the same direction and the galvo mirror has to go back to the top
of the column before starting a new scan), has to be long enough to encompass a
few rotations of the R-λ/2.

This acquisition procedure yields two multidimensional arrays, S(x, y, i) and H(x, y, i),
containing the digitised values of the outputs of the PMT and of the HS respectively.
Here x and y label the columns and the rows of the image and i represents the mul-
tiple acquisitions of each pixel, with 0 < i ≤ N. When the acquisition of the column
is complete, the software performs a discrete Fourier transform of H(x, y, i) for each
column to extract a reference angular frequency ω̃(x) = 2ωR that corresponds to
the angular frequency of the incident-light polarisation plane (typically 20 to 30 Hz
in my experiments), and a reference phase φ̃(x). The dependence of ω̃ and φ̃ on x
is due to the fact that the Fourier transforms are computed on a column-by-column
basis rather than on the entire dataset to account for variations in the rotation speed
of the R-λ/2 during the acquisition process. This procedure is justified by the obser-
vation that during the acquisition of each column the rotation speed does not change
significantly.

Finally, the program finds the two orthogonal Fourier components of the PMT
signal at 2ωR and the average value:

Asin
2ω(x, y) =

2

N

N

∑
i=1

S(x, y, i)w(i) sin
(
2iω̃(x)TL + φ̃(x)

)
(2.10)
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Acos
2ω (x, y) =

2

N

N

∑
i=1

S(x, y, i)w(i) cos
(
2iω̃(x)TL + φ̃(x)

)
(2.11)

Adc(x, y) =
1

N

N

∑
i=1

S(x, y, i), (2.12)

where w(i) is a Kaiser-Bessel window function, and calculates the magnitude A2ω

and the phase φ:

A2ω(x, y) =
√

Asin
2ω(x, y)2 + Acos

2ω (x, y)2 (2.13)

φ(x, y) = arctan2

(
Asin

2ω(x, y), Acos
2ω (x, y)

)
− φ̃(x), (2.14)

where the function arctan2 (a, b) is the two-argument arc-tangent function that re-
turns the angle between the positive x-axis of a plane and the point given by the
coordinates (a, b). To minimise the total acquisition time, this procedure is carried
out during the acquisition of the next column of the image. Adc(x, y) depends on
the density of chemical bonds of interest within the PSF volume. An image based on
this function is therefore equivalent to an artefact-free CARS image acquired with
the conventional techniques. The magnitude signal A2ω(x, y) is a measure of how
much the raw signal from the (x, y) pixel varies during a rotation of the polariser
and therefore it represents the degree of in-plane anisotropy of the molecular-bond
orientation within the PSF volume. The phase value φ(x, y) is a measure of the orien-
tation of this anisotropy. The functions Adc(x, y), A2ω(x, y) and φ(x, y) correspond
to those defined in 2.1.4.

Other authors that studied the anisotropy in the lipid membranes with TPF mi-
croscopy [180] or in textile fibres with CARS [193] exploited a different approach
based on the collection of several images, each with a slightly different rotation of
the polarisation plane and subsequent pixel-by-pixel analysis. The acquisition speed
of this method is comparable to that of the technique presented here, but with my
implementation the visual feedback to the user is much faster as the image is re-
freshed column per column and also almost all the processing (except for the last
column of the image) is performed in parallel with the acquisition.

2.2.3 Large-field polarisation-resolved laser scanning microscopy

Galvanometric scanning

The developed optical setup is specifically optimised to obtain high acquisition rates
and to retain at the same time a sufficient SNR for PR CARS imaging. The approach
described in Section 2.2.2 requires moving the galvanometric mirrors at high speed
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to allow the collection of the signal from an entire line multiple times within each
rotation of the polarisation plane, potentially causing imaging artefacts at the two
ends of each scanning line – images “look smeared” – where the fast-scanning mirror
has to decelerate and then accelerate in the new scanning direction. In order to
reduce these artefacts, the acquisition was performed only in one motion direction
(from −x0 to x0), where the mirror position was set to change linearly with time
(from −t0 to t0), at constant velocity (v0), and used a fourth-degree polynomial to
describe the mirror set-position x(t) versus time during the return phase:

x(t) = a × t4 + b × t3 + c × t2 + d × t + e (2.15)

For the set-position function to be as smooth as possible (thereby minimising the
set/real position mismatch), the following conditions were imposed: the function
continuity at the extremities: x(t0) = x0; x(−t0) = −x0, the velocity continuity at

the end of the return phase: ẋ(t0) = v0 =
x0

t0
, zero acceleration at the end of the

return phase: ẍ(t0) = 0, and zero velocity at the central temporal point of the return
phase: ẋ(0) = 0. With those constraints, and setting x(t = 0) = 0, x(t) becomes:

x(t) = − x0

4 × t4
0

× t4 +
x0

t3
0

× t3 − 3 × x0

2 × t2
0

× t2 +
7 × x0

4
, (2.16)

where 2 × x0 is the total deflection and 2 × t0 the time needed for the mirror to
cover it. This approach successfully suppresses the smearing artefacts while keeping
overall a high scan speed, although changing the acquisition speed still produces
a small but measurable spatial shift of the images, caused by the lag in the mirror
real position versus the set one. In order to visualise the effects of this approach, the
real position of the galvanometric mirror was acquired using the electric diagnostic
output of the mirror driver and in Fig. 2.7 it is compared with the set one. Fig. 2.7C
shows the mismatch between the set and the real position during the acquisition
phase of the scan. If the polynomial function described above is used, then this
mismatch is kept constant during the acquisition (causing the small spatial shift)
and its magnitude depends on the scanning speed. On the contrary, if a simple,
linear function is used, then a large variation in the mismatch value is present at the
beginning of the acquisition phase, causing the smearing artefact in the image.

Polarisation distortions in large-field scanning

As noted above, the DMs are the major cause of polarisation distortions and this is
particularly true when the light incidence angle on those mirrors varies during the
scan. The DM used to collect the signal in the epi-direction must be positioned as
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Figure 2.7: Set and real position of the fast-scanning galvanometric mirror when using a simple, linear set-
position function (A) or the polynomial set-position function (B) described in Section 2.2.3. The mismatch
between the set and the real position during the acquisition phase of the scansion in the two cases is
shown in (C).
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close as possible to the objective, in order to maximise collection efficiency. Conve-
niently, the DM may be placed between the tube lens and the scan lens. An addi-
tional lens, mounted between the DM and the PMT, images the objective pupil onto
the PMT surface. If the objective rear aperture is in the focal plane of the tube lens,
then it is possible to implement a 4-f configuration by placing the scan lens so that
its focal plane and that of the tube lens coincide. In this case the incoming-beam
axis is always parallel with respect to the optical axis in the region between the
scan lens and the tube lens, irrespective of the position of the galvanometric mirrors.
Therefore, its angle of incidence with respect to the DM is always constant.

However, if the objective rear aperture is not in the focal plane of the tube lens,
as in the case of many commercial microscopes, including the one used for my
thesis, then it is not possible to achieve this ideal situation. However, I show that
this problem can be overcome by placing a compensation lens between the DM and
the tube lens, as displayed in Fig. 2.6 (right), and positioning the scan lens at a focal-
length distance from the galvanometric mirrors. In this way the incoming-beam axis
always remains parallel with respect to the optical axis in the region between the two
lenses and therefore through the DM, independently from the galvanometric-mirror
positions.

In order for the beam to be collimated into the objective rear aperture, the distance
between the compensation lens and the tube lens (h′) and the distance (h) between
the scan lens and the compensation lens are adjusted so that the focal plane of the
virtual lens constituted by the latter two coincides with the focal plane of the tube
lens.

ft + BFLs,c = h′, (2.17)

where: BFLs,c ≡ ( fs − h) × fc/( fs + fc − h) is the back focal length of this virtual
lens, and fs, fc, ft are the focal lengths of the scan, compensation, and tube lenses
respectively. Finally, in order to have constant illumination of the pupil throughout
the scanning range, the set of the three lenses has to image the scan mirrors onto the
pupil of the objective, or – equivalently – that the latter lies on the focal plane of the
virtual lens composed by the compensation and tube lenses:

BFLc,t ≡ ( fc − h′)× ft/( fc + ft − h′) = d, (2.18)

where d is the distance between the objective rear aperture and the tube lens.

Equations 2.17 and 2.18 show that, for a given scan lens and tube lens, several
combinations of fc, h′ and h can be used, conveniently allowing the selection of the
compensating lens from available stock lenses and consequently the determination
of h and h′.
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In my microscope the scan lens was constituted by a pair of achromatic lenses
(AC254-200-B and AC254-150-B, with focal lengths of 20 cm and 15 cm respectively,
Thorlabs, Newton, New Jersey, U.S.A.), selected by means of simulations with Oslo
66 to yield minimum aberrations. The lenses were placed with their most convex
optical surfaces facing each other, with the 20 cm lens mounted closer to the mirrors.
The effective focal length of this combination was calculated to be approximately
9.0 cm. In this microscope I had: ft = 16.5 cm and d = 12 cm. Selecting a compen-
sation lens with a focal length of 60 cm yielded: h = 9.5 cm and h′ = 16 cm. Final
adjustments to the lens positions in the real setup which correct to constant illumi-
nation of the pupil during the scan were performed by maximising the field of view
while keeping the CARS imaging plane coincident with the naked-eye-observation
plane.

To validate this approach, the residual polarisation distortions in my setup were
quantified by acquiring a non-resonant large-scale RP-CARS image of a glass slide
as explained in Section 2.1.3. I used the ratio A2ω/Adc as a measure of the residual
polarisation distortions. The phase indicates the spatial orientations of the induced
distortions. As displayed in Fig. 2.8, the magnitude of the distortions increases with
the distance from the centre of the image. Nevertheless, its maximum – approx.
6%, observed at the periphery of the large-scale image – is negligible (∼ 5 times
smaller) with respect to the anisotropy values usually detected from the biological
samples (e.g. myelin sheaths of mouse nerves) with similar approaches (as described
in Section 3).

Without the compensation lens, it is still possible to remove the polarisation dis-
tortions in the centre of the image field but they increase up to 12.8% in the image
periphery, as displayed in Figs. 2.8B and 2.8C.

While the use of a high-NA objective leads to the generation of polarisation com-
ponents along the optical axis, this has a negligible effect on the orientation detection,
because it does not induce a deformation of the polarisation response [213]. More-
over, for objectives with NA 0.85, such as the one used in this setup, the polarisation
component along the optical axis is less than 10% of the transverse component [214]
and it is therefore possible to neglect its effects. In addition, I have further addressed
this issue by means of numerical simulations whose results are discussed in Section
4.3.

It should be noted that PR laser-scanning microscopy can also be performed by
scanning the sample and keeping the incoming rays fixed in space. If, on the one
hand, this configuration is very effective in minimising the polarisation distortions
all over the field of view, on the other the acquisition is typically very slow because it
requires moving the microscope stage. On the contrary, my approach allows for fast
laser-scanning PR imaging over large spatial scales, opening up new possibilities for
the applications of this microscopy.
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Figure 2.8: (A) and (B): Nonresonant RP-CARS images ( 2850 cm−1) of the glass bottom of a WillCo-
dish plate taken with (A) and without (B) the compensation lens. The images were built in the HSV
(”Hue“,”Saturation“,”Value“) colour space, mapping the φ values onto the ‘hue’ channel, as shown in
the colour wheel in the bottom right corner of (A), and mapping the ratio between A2ω and Adc onto
the ‘value’ channel, while keeping the saturation channel values at maximum. The average local hue
is indicated by the direction of the white arrows, whereas the average local value is indicated by their
length. Scale bar: 25 µm. The length of the arrow labelled with * corresponds to a ratio A2ω/Adc equal
to 0.04. Acquisition time: 6 minutes for 100 × 100 pixels. (C): Plot of the ratio A2ω/Adc averaged over a
circumference as a function of the radius of the latter. The circumference is centred in the middle of the
scan area.
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The preservation of the polarisation characteristics of the incident beams all over
the field can also be useful in other CARS implementations, e.g. P-CARS, where lin-
early polarised pump-and-probe and Stokes beams at different angles, and polarised
detection, are used in order to suppress the non-resonant background [116].

2.2.4 Experimental validation of the large-field scanning technique

As an experimental validation of the described methods, I report an RP-CARS large-
scale (0.5 mm × 0.5 mm) image of a pair of mouse nerve rootlets at their point of
emergence from the spinal cord [215]. The field of interest was identified by using
bright-field microscopy (Fig. 2.9A) and then imaged by RP-CARS to visualise the
CH2-rich myelin of the nervous fibres (Fig. 2.9B). The measured average spatial
orientation of the CH2 bonds inside the PSF is shown in Fig. 2.9C.

In order to verify whether the polarisation-based information is correctly retrieved
even in the peripheral parts of this large-scale image, the spatial orientation of indi-
vidual myelin walls is compared with their average φ value. Since most of the CH2

bonds inside myelin are oriented parallel with respect to the wall surface, in the
absence of polarisation distortions the average φ value corresponds to the myelin
wall orientation. Fig. 2.10 demonstrates that the average φ value coincides within
the experimental errors with the spatial orientation of the fibre in the centre of the
image (where the polarisation distortions were minimised by adjusting the compen-
sating retarders) and that they are extremely consistent (the average mismatch is less
than 7 degrees) even in the far peripheral areas of this large-field image, where the
polarisation distortions are largest.

Biological sample preparation and observation

Unfixed spinal cord of a 23-month-old wild-type mouse (C57BL/6 strain, Harlan
Italy, Correzzana, Italy) was used. The spinal cord was frozen at −80 ◦C immediately
after the explant and kept at this temperature until the observation.

The thawed tissue was put in the central well of a Krebs-Henseleit-buffer (K3753

Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A.)-filled WillCo dish (GWSt-3512, WillCo
Wells, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) and kept immobilised with a glass coverslip
glued to the lateral polystyrene support of the dish. The tissue was finally imaged
in the epi-direction through the thin (0.17 mm) glass bottom of the dish central well.
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CB

A

Figure 2.9: Large-scale RP-CARS image (2850 cm−1, CH2 bonds) of a couple of mouse-nerve rootlets at
their point of emergence from the spinal cord. (A): Bright-field image. Scale bar: 100 µm. The image is
a mosaic made by stitching 3 × 3 tiles acquired by moving the sample stage. (B): RP-CARS image of the
region in red square in (A), created by mapping Adc to grey-values. Scale bar: 50 µm. (C): RP-CARS image
of the same region as in (B). This image is colour- and intensity-coded by using the HSV colour space as
in Fig. 2.5D. The colour-coding scheme of the hue-mapped orientation is shown in the colour circle in the
top right corner of the panel. (B) and (C) are mosaics made by automatic stitching 3 × 3 tiles acquired by
scanning different field regions with the galvanometric mirrors.
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Figure 2.10: Box plot of the difference between the φ values of the CH2 bonds inside the myelin walls and
the spatial orientation angles of the respective myelin walls in diverse areas of the image field depicted
in Fig. 2.9. The dotted line shows the zero difference point, i.e. where the data would lie in absence of
polarisation distortions.

2.3 pulse characterisation

During my Ph.D. program I have contributed to the development (led by other re-
searchers) and experimental implementation of a simple new method to completely
determine the characteristics of the pump-and-probe pulse and the Stokes pulse in
a coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering microscope at sample level without addi-
tional autocorrelators.

This approach, described in great detail in Ref. [216], relies on the delay line, ubiq-
uitous in CARS microscopes, to perform a convolution of the pump-and-probe and
Stokes pulses as a function of their relative delay (δt) and is based on the detection of
the photons emitted from an appropriate nonlinear sample. This method bears some
similarity to the so-called Frequency-Resolved Optical Gating (FROG) [217], but the
presented approach, thanks to the simplifying assumptions described above, does
not necessitate complex iterative algorithms to analyse the collected spectra [218].

By characterising the intensities of the emitted non-resonant FWM and SFG sig-
nals as a function of δt, the pulses duration at the sample level can be straightfor-
wardly measured, as demonstrated below. Additionally, by performing a spectral
analysis, the GDD of each pulse can be directly determined. The only assumption
behind this approach is that the nonlinear responses of the chosen medium are only
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weakly dependent on the wavelength of the excitation photons, at least within the
bandwidths of the pulses, which can be easily verified experimentally.

The retrieved information regarding the pulse duration and chirp can be exploited
to optimise the spectral resolution in CARS spectroscopy and also the contrast in
CARS imaging.

2.3.1 Theory

The electric field of a Fourier-limited Gaussian pulse having duration τ, amplitude
A1/2, and centred around an angular frequency ω, can be described as:

Ftransform limited(t) =
√

A exp

(
−2

t2

τ2
ln 2

)
exp (−iωt). (2.19)

After travelling through a dispersive medium, a laser pulse acquires a GDD, quan-
tified here by a parameter a. Neglecting third-order dispersion terms and higher, the
chirped pulse can be described as:

F(t) =
√

A′ exp

(
−2

t2

τ2
out

ln 2

)
exp

[
−iωt + 8it2a

(
ln 2

ττout

)2
]

, (2.20)

where:

τout =

√
τ2 +

(
8

a

τ
ln 2
)2

(2.21)

is the pulse duration at the output of the dispersive medium and A′ the new ampli-
tude.

In the following passage, I shall refer to the Stokes and pump-and-probe pulses
of typical two-colour CARS implementations by using S and p subscripts in the
relevant variables. The pulses travel through several dispersing elements in the setup,
including, for example, the scan and tube lenses, the microscope objective and any
additional glass element introduced to tune their chirp. In the following, a will refer
to the overall GDD. The amplitudes of the sum-frequency-generation signal ASFG

and of the four-wave mixing one AFWM can be written as:

ASFG(t, δt) = σSFGFp(t + δt/2)FS(t − δt/2)

AFWM(t, δt) = σFWMFp(t + δt/2)F∗
S (t − δt/2)Fp(t + δt/2)

(2.22)

where σSFG and σFWM describe the process efficiencies, and the “∗” superscript in-
dicates the complex conjugate of the field. Here positive time delays δt correspond
to the pump beam arriving later than the Stokes beam, and I shall take into account
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only the contribution to the FWM signal generated from the absorption of two pump
photons and the stimulated emission of a Stokes one.

Second-harmonic generation (SHG) from the pump pulses and from the Stokes
pulses will also be generated. Since these obviously do not depend on δt, they do
not contain cross-correlation terms between the two different pulses and therefore
will not be further considered in the following passage.

The squared moduli of the Fourier transforms of ASFG and AFWM provide their
spectra:

ĨSFG(ω, δt) ∝ exp



−

16A
(0)
SFGδt2 + 8A

(1)
SFGδt(ωp + ωS − ω)+

+ A
(2)
SFG(ωp + ωS − ω)2

4DSFG




ĨFWM(ω, δt) ∝ exp



−

32A
(0)
FWMδt2 − 16A

(1)
FWMδt(2ωp − ωS − ω)+

+ A
(2)
FWM(2ωp − ωS − ω)2

4DFWM




.

(2.23)

The explicit expressions of the coefficients in Eq. 2.23 are reported in Table 2.1.

From Eq. 2.23 it is straightforward to notice that, at fixed δt, the spectra are Gaus-
sian curves with amplitudes (ISFG and IFWM) and centres (ωcentre,SFG and ωcentre,FWM)
depending on δt. The amplitudes of the Gaussian curves as a function of δt are:

ISFG(δt) ∝ exp

(
−4βpβSδt2

βp + βS

)

IFWM(δt) ∝ exp

(
−8βpβSδt2

2βp + βS

)
,

(2.24)

where βp and βS are defined in Table 2.1. The full-widths at half maximum are:

W2
SFG =

(
1

βp
+

1

βS

)
ln 2

W2
FWM =

(
1

2βp
+

1

βS

)
ln 2.

(2.25)
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A
(0)
SFG βpα2

S + α2
pβS + βpβ2

S + β2
pβS

A
(1)
SFG βpαS − αpβS

A
(2)
SFG βp + βS

DSFG (αp + αS)
2 + (βp + βS)

2

A
(0)
FW M βpα2

S + 2α2
pβS + βpβ2

S + 2β2
pβS

A
(1)
FW M βpαS + αpβS

A
(2)
FW M 2βp + βS

DFW M (2αp − αS)
2 + (2βp + βS)

2

αi 4ai(τiτout,i)
−2 ln2(2)

βi τ−2
out,i ln 2

Table 2.1: Explicit expressions of the coefficients displayed in Eq. 2.23. i is defined as: i ∈ (p, S).

The FWHMs can be straightforwardly determined experimentally by monitoring
ISFG and IFWM while moving the delay line. Inverting Eq. 2.25 allows the calculation
of the values of τout,p and τout,S:

τ2
out,p = 2(W2

SFG − W2
FWM)

τ2
out,S = 2W2

SFG − W2
FWM.

(2.26)

If the pulse characteristics at the laser output are known (e.g. because already
measured or stated by the manufacturer), then the GDDs at sample level can be
retrieved simply by inverting Eq. 2.21. It should be pointed out that, unlike FROG,
this can be achieved by detecting the SFG and FWM signals with a point detector,
without the need to spectrally resolve the signal. In the event that the durations were
not known but the centre frequency of the SFG and FWM signals can be determined
(e.g. by acquiring their spectra with a spectrometer), it would still be possible to
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retrieve the values of the GDDs. To this end, it should be noted from Eq. 2.23 that
the centre frequencies of the spectra shift linearly as a function of δt with rates (S):

SSFG ≡ dωcentre,SFG

dδt
= 4

βpαS − αpβS

βp + βS

SFWM ≡ dωcentre,FWM

dδt
= −8

βpαS + αpβS

2βp + βS
.

(2.27)

Inversion of Eq. 2.27, after measuring the rates and calculating the values of τout,p

and τout,S, yields the values of αp and αS:

ap = −W2
FWMSFWM + W2

SFGSSFG

8τ2
out,p

aS =
W2

SFGSSFG − W2
FWMSFWM

8τ2
out,S

(2.28)

and, straightforwardly, of τp, τS, ap, and aS:

τ2
p =

βp ln 2

α2
p + β2

p

τ2
S =

βS ln 2

α2
S + β2

S

ap =
αp

4(α2
p + β2

p)

aS =
αS

4(α2
S + β2

S)
,

(2.29)

yielding the complete characterisation of the pulses at the sample level.

2.3.2 Experimental optimisation of the spectral resolution

Finally, by exploiting the approach described in Section 2.3.1, the amount of GDD
needed to achieve the optimal spectral resolution in my setup is determined by
analysing the characteristics of the pulses starting from the original situation (i.e. in
the absence of SF6 glasses). In the following passage I shall indicate with Lp (LS)
the length of the glass blocks placed in the pump (Stokes) path. The parameters
calculated in the absence of SF6 glasses (Lp = LS = 0), averaged over 20 repetitions
of each experiment, are reported in Tab. 2.2. It is interesting to note that in the
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Figure 2.11: SEM image (made by another experimenter) of barium-titanate-core/gold-shell nanoparti-
cles used for the experimental work described in Section 2.3.2 (scale bar: 5 µm). Inset: magnified view of
an individual nanoparticle showing the decoration of the core with gold clusters (scale bar: 200 nm).

original condition, even if both pulses cross similar amounts of glass in the setup,
they reach the sample with a difference in GDD ∼10000 fs2. This is quite likely due
to a setting of the OPO cavity introducing a negative chirp in the Stokes beam that
compensates the positive one introduced by the additional optics.

As the non-linear material of choice for this measurement, barium-titanate-core/gold-
shell nanoparticles (with an average diameter of 300 nm) were used, owing to their
strong nonlinear optical properties. A Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) image
(made by another experimenter) of these nanoparticles deposited on a microscope
glass slide is shown in Fig. 2.11. These nanoparticles are described in Section 5.3,
while their full synthesis and characterisation details are reported elsewhere [219,
220].

A combination of glass-block lengths was then determined, namely Lp = 10 cm
and LS = 25 cm, following the characterisation in the original configuration, in
order to yield similar GDDs (30000 fs2) for both pulses at the sample level. The
parameters calculated in this configuration are also reported in Tab. 2.2. The char-
acterisation of SFG and FWM yielded pulse durations consistent with the original
configuration and also GDD values in agreement with those determined for Lp = 0
and LS = 0, increased by the calculated GDDs introduced by the glass. The increase
in spectral resolution with the latter choice of glass lengths was demonstrated by
measuring the spectrum of liquid methanol in the C-H stretch region (shown in Fig.
2.12) and comparing it with the spectrum calculated using the pulse characteristics
determined with this algorithm. The height of the Raman peaks and the amount of
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No glassNo glassNo glass Optimal amount of glassOptimal amount of glassOptimal amount of glass

τout,p( f s) 244 ± 6 545 ± 35

τout,S( f s) 125 ± 20 810 ± 14

τp( f s) 155 ± 5 150 ± 12

τS( f s) 120 ± 10 113 ± 3

ap( f s2) 10500 ± 600 28600 ± 4000

aS( f s2) 1500 ± 300 32700 ± 1200

Table 2.2: Pulse parameters before and after the chirp optimisation. “No glass”: measurements taken
without SF6 glass on the beam paths. “Optimal amount of glass”: measurements taken with 10 cm of
SF6 glass in the pump beam path and 25 cm in the Stokes beam path. These amounts were chosen in
order to obtain a comparable pulse chirp at the sample plane for both beams. τout: pulse length out of
the dispersive medium. τ: pulse length at the sample plane. a: pulse chirp at the sample plane. p and S
indicate the “pump” and “Stokes” beams, respectively.

non-resonant background were adjusted to yield the best fit to the data, while their
positions were fixed at 2944 cm−1 and 2836 cm−1, with widths of 34 and 21 cm−1

respectively, according to Ref. [221]. Fig. 2.12 also shows the calculated spectra cor-
responding to Lp = 10 cm and LS = 15 cm and to Lp = 0 and LS = 0. The spectrum
calculated with the pulse parameters determined with the analysis presented here
provides a very good match to the experimental data, further confirming the validity
of this approach.

By analysing the methanol spectrum shown in Fig. 2.12, the spectral resolution of
the setup is estimated to be about 50 cm−1: sufficient to specifically target the CH2

symmetric and antisymmetric stretch modes (at 2850 cm−1 and 2885 cm−1) avoiding
at the same time the CH3 modes [222, 223].
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Figure 2.12: CARS spectra of liquid methanol. The experimental spectrum, measured with Lpump = 10
cm and LStokes = 25 cm is shown with red circles. The corresponding calculated spectrum is shown as a
black solid line. Spectra calculated for Lpump = 0 cm and LStokes = 0 cm (dashed line) and Lpump = 10
cm and LStokes = 15 cm (dash-dotted line) are also reported for comparison.
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In this chapter I shall describe several applications of the RP-CARS technique to the obser-
vation of biological samples that I performed during my Ph.D. course. In particular, I shall
first show how RP-CARS could be used in the context of optical tractography of myelinated
fibres. I shall then demonstrate how RP-CARS imaging can be exploited to assess the myelin
health status in mouse sciatic nerves in a chemical model of myelin damage and in an animal
model of Krabbe disease, an important human leukodystrophy. Finally, I shall report on the
first observation of a positive correlation between myelin-wall varicosity and age in mouse
sciatic nerves made possible by RP-CARS imaging.

3.1 visualisation and optical tractography of myeli-

nated fibres

3.1.1 Myelin visualisation

CARS microscopy is a powerful imaging method to observe myelin. Although this
technique is limited in several applications by the presence of a non-resonant back-
ground [109], this is not the case with myelin imaging owing to its extremely high
concentration of CH2 bonds, comparable in the animal body only to adipose tissue
or to some excretory glands, which ensures a large imaging contrast.

In order to demonstrate the potentiality of this technique in myelin imaging in
terms of contrast and resolution, I acquired large-magnification images of myeli-
nated axons (Schmidt-Lanterman incisures) from ex-vivo sciatic nerves explanted
from WT mice, shown in Fig. 3.1. As discussed in Section 1.2.2, the sub-diffraction-
limit-resolution capability of CARS microscopy allowed the capturing of images
with very fine details, as visible in Figure. To highlight faithfully the achievable
imaging contrast, the images are shown here without saturated pixel and with the
largest dynamic range possible.

By exploiting an automated procedure to combine the large-field-of-view approach
described in Section 2.2.3 with sample scanning, I was able to acquire extremely
wide images of neural tissue with high resolution. Fig. 3.2 shows a transversal sec-
tion of a spinal cord (3.9 mm× 2.85 mm) explanted from a rat in which Experimental
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Figure 3.1: High resolution CARS images of Schmidt-Lanterman incisures in mouse sciatic nerves. The
images are shown here without saturated pixel and with the largest dynamic range possible. Scale bar:
4 µm.

Autoimmune Encephalomyelitis (EAE), an animal model for human multiple scle-
rosis [224], was induced. The high-resolution of the image (pixel size: 375 nm ×
375 nm) makes it possible to discriminate the individual myelinated axons. In this
image it is possible to identify two areas of hypomyelination localised in the ventral
region that can be interpreted as EAE lesions.

3.1.2 Optical tractography

RP-CARS can be used also as an optical method for myelinated-fibre tractography
by exploiting the phase value (φ) described in Section 2.2.4. It will be recalled that φ

is a pixel-based indicator of the average in-plane orientation of the CH2 bonds and
therefore also of the local orientation of the myelin wall, on average parallel to the
targeted bonds.

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, myelinated nerve fibres
in ex-vivo mouse (C57BL/6J strain, Jackson Laboratory) sciatic nerve were observed.
After the surgery, the nerve explants were incubated in constantly oxygenated (95%
O2, 5% CO2) Krebs-Henseleit buffer (K3753 Sigma-Aldrich) kept at 30 ◦C to prevent
damage to the fibres. Fig. 3.3A displays the values of Adc: individual myelinated
axons can be easily identified. Fig. 3.3B shows the same region depicted in Fig. 3.3A
coloured in the HSV space as in Fig. 2.5D. The colour of the myelin walls in the
Figure changes smoothly according to their local direction, demonstrating that this
method correctly identifies ordered structures and detects both the average orienta-
tion of the molecular bonds of interest and the local orientation of the myelinated
fibre. All the RP-CARS Figures reported in this thesis were generated with a custom-
made Python software application (Listing 1) reported in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.2: Large-scale (3.9 mm × 2.85 mm), high-resolution (pixel size: 375 nm × 375 nm) CARS image
of a lumbar transversal section of an EAE rat spinal cord. The image composed of 26 × 19 tiles was
acquired by moving the sample stage. A custom-made bidimensional Fourier filter was employed to
suppress stitching artefacts. Inset: magnification of the area indicated by the white square. Scale bar:
450 µm. The areas indicated by the arrows can be interpreted as lesions induced by the EAE.
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A B
Figure 3.3: Small scale (30 µm × 30 µm, 100 × 100 points) RP-CARS image of a longitudinal section of
myelinated nerve fibres in ex-vivo mouse sciatic nerve acquired in the epi-direction. Scale bar: 6 µm. (A):
Grayscale image created with the Adc signal. (B): This image is colour- and intensity-coded by using the
HSV colour space as in Fig. 2.5D. Inset: colour-coding scheme of the hue-mapped orientation.

After successfully testing the orientation-retrieval method for small-scale and small-
pixel size images, I verified if this approach could also be used for tractography in
large-scale and large-pixel-size images by visualising a 100 µm-thick coronal slice of
mouse (C57BL/6J strain, Jackson Laboratory) formaldehyde-fixed brain in the hyp-
pocampal region (bregma: −1.2 mm). The images displayed in Fig. 3.4 are mosaics
made by manually stitching 276 50 × 50-pixels tiles and then processing them with
a bi-dimensional band-block Fourier filter (suppressing Fourier components on the
vertical and horizontal coordinate axes with 1% tolerance, using ImageJ [225]) to re-
move the stitching artefacts. In such a large scale image, this method allows the rapid
visualization of the in-plane direction of the myelinated nervous fibres. The results
are fully consistent with the data in literature [226]: all the major fibre bundles that
surround the hyppocampus are clearly recognisable (corpus callosum, cingulum,
dorsal fornix, alveus, fimbria and stria medullaris) and visualised with the expected
in-plane directions. An important difference between the image shown in Fig. 3.3
and this one is that in the former the pixel size is smaller than the myelin wall
thickness, while in the latter a single pixel encompasses multiple myelin walls. De-
spite this noteworthy difference, RP-CARS is able to generate precise tractographic
images seamlessly in the two conditions.

Based on this proof-of-principle, CARS-based tractography could develop into
a technique complementary to MRI offering much higher spatial resolution and
more straightforward orientation detection, though at present tested only ex-vivo.
In fact, non-PR CARS was already employed to retrieve large-scale morphological
data of nervous fibres [227] and to specifically validate MRI microstructure measure-
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A

B

C
Figure 3.4: Large-scale (2.2 mm× 1.1 mm), high-resolution (pixel size: 2.4 µm× 2.4 µm) RP-CARS image
of a coronal section of the mouse brain hyppocampus taken in trans-direction in about 1 hour. Scale bar:
400 µm. (A): Grayscale image created mapping A2ω signal as intensity. (B): RGB image created mapping
φ signal onto the visible colour spectrum. The areas that appear dark in (A) and in (C) (low A2ω signal
levels) here appear as randomly coloured due to the noise in φ. (C): The image is colour- and intensity-
coded as in Fig. 2.5D.
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ments [228]. The introduction of PR CARS imaging in this field of research would
allow the optical retrieval of the large-scale fibre orientation without the need for
computationally-intensive algorithms or time-consuming imaging at the single-fibre
level.

3.2 optical readout of myelin health in a chemical-

damage model

3.2.1 Introduction

As discussed in Section 1, CARS imaging is a valuable tool to specifically evaluate
the health condition of myelinated fibres. In Ref. [167] this task was accomplished by
computing the g-ratio for each fibre in the CARS images. This indicator is the ratio
between the inner and the outer diameter of the fibre, and it is a widely adopted
image-based measure of myelin healthiness, typically determined by means of var-
ious imaging techniques, e.g. TEM. However, this approach has some drawbacks:
tracing individual fibres is a very time-consuming process and the readout is an
average over the circumference of the fibre. To overcome some of these limitations
a new method was recently presented to assess myelin health based on 2D Fourier
transform of CARS images [171]. However, this method just assesses the presence
of directional features in the image and is not based on intrinsic molecular char-
acteristics. Finally, as the readout is image-wide based, it is not suitable for single-
fibre studies. On the contrary, the method that I developed, based on RP-CARS
imaging as a tool to assess the myelin health status, relies on the readout of the
intrinsic molecular architecture rather than on image-analysis algorithms. This im-
plementation takes advantage of the already mentioned molecular order and spatial
anisotropy that characterise acyl chains of healthy myelin [229] and stems from the
observation that this order is lost in damaged myelin [167].

3.2.2 Theory

As shown in Eq. 1.2 in Section 1.2.1, the polarisability involved in a degenerate CARS
process is proportional to the third-order susceptibility tensor χijkl , where i, j, k, l
run over the coordinates {x, y, z}.

Following Ref. [175], the third-order susceptibility of the linear acyl chains of the
phospholipidic moiety of the myelin layers can be described as that of a system
having cylindrical symmetry with respect to the chain axis (here the z axis), which
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in the case of degenerate four-wave mixing has 21 non-zero terms, with only four of
them being independent [230], as already discussed in Section 2.1.3:

c11 = χxxxx = χyyyy,

c18 = χxxyy = χyxyx = χyxxy = χxyyx = χxyxy = χyyxx ,

c16 = χxxzz = χyyzz = χzxzx = χzxxz = χxzzx = χxzxz = χzyzy = χzyyz = χyzzy

= χyzyz = χzzxx = χzzyy,

c33 = χzzzz.

(3.1)

When the acyl chain is rotated with respect to the laboratory reference systems,
the new susceptibility tensor can be calculated as:

χI JKL = CIiCJ jCKkCLlχijkl , (3.2)

where uppercase (lowercase) indices refer to the laboratory (molecule) reference sys-
tem, and CIi is the direction cosine between axis I and i, expressed in terms of the
x-conventional Euler angles ϕ, ϑ, ψ. It is clear to see that a rotation around the z-axis
– e.g. ϕ = π/4 – leaves the susceptibility tensor unaltered, as is expected due to the
rotational invariance of the system around the same axis, only if c18 = c11/3. This
leaves only three independent terms in the tensor.

The susceptibility of a “disordered” myelin system, i.e. a system in which the acyl
chains are not perfectly aligned along the Z axis, can be calculated by integrating
the susceptibility tensor over the angular distribution of the chains [195]. For the
sake of simplicity, the susceptibility of the disordered system, χI JKL, is calculated by
assuming that the distribution is uniform with respect to ϑ in the interval from zero
to an angle ϑ0 and zero elsewhere, where the ϑ0 describes the amount of disorder,
ranging from 0 (completely ordered system) to π/2 (completely disordered system):

XI JKL =
1

2π (1 − cos ϑ0)

∫ π

−π
dϕ

∫ ϑ0

0
dϑ sin ϑCIiCJ jCKkCLlχijkl . (3.3)

Integration over ψ is not needed since the system is already uniformly distributed
around the z axis. It is worth noting that this angular averaging preserves the sym-
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metry of the susceptibility around the Z axis. Therefore, XI JKL, similarly to χijkl , has
only 21 non-zero terms with only three of them being independent:

c̃11 = c11 − q1t +
( q0

2
+

q1

3

)
t2 − 3q0

8
t3

(
1 +

t

5

)
,

c̃16 = c16 +
1

2

(
q0 +

q1

3

)
t − 1

6

(
5q0 +

q1

3

)
t2 +

q0

2
t3 − q0

10
t4,

c̃33 = c33 − 2(q0 − q1)t + 2
(

q0 −
q1

3

)
t2 − q0t3 +

q0

5
t4,

(3.4)

where q0 = c33 + c11 − 6c16, q1 = c11 − 3c16, and t = 1 − cos ϑ0. Quite obviously, the
limit of perfectly ordered system, t → 0, yields X = χ.

As shown in Section 2.1.3, in the case of interest here of linearly polarised, rotat-
ing pump-and-probe beam and circularly polarised Stokes beam, both propagating
perpendicularly to the Z axis, the generated CARS signal contains a dc component
(Adc), a component (A2ω) oscillating at 2ω, and a component (A4ω) oscillating at 4ω:

Adc = 3c̃2
11 + 2c̃11 c̃16 + 14c̃2

16 + 2c̃33 c̃16 + 3c̃2
33,

A2ω = 4
(

c̃2
11 − c̃2

33

)
,

A4ω = c̃2
11 − 2c̃11 c̃16 − 6c̃2

16 − 2c̃33 c̃16 + c̃2
33.

(3.5)

A further component at 6ω would be present if a rotating linearly-polarised Stokes
beam were used instead of a circularly polarised one, which would give access to
a more detailed description of the orientation distribution function [195]. Anyway
such description is beyond the scope of this thesis: I shall show that the first two
components, Adc and A2ω, are fully sufficient to characterise the myelin health status
in the present demyelinating model. For this reason also rotating the Stokes-beam
(linear) polarisation would be an unnecessary technical complication, as discussed
in Section 2.1.2.

Within the limits of a perfectly ordered system, t → 0, the equations above reduce
to those reported in Section 2.1.3, while some algebraic manipulations confirm that
for t → 1, i.e. for a completely randomised system, A2ω = A4ω = 0. This behaviour
is shown in Fig. 3.5A, which shows the inverse tangent of A2ω/Adc (top graph) and
the values of Adc, A2ω, and A4ω as a function of t (bottom graph), calculated by tak-
ing the values of the components of χ from Ref. [175]. The squared modulus of the
third-order polarisability (|P|2) of the system when excited with linearly polarised
pump-and-probe photons and circularly polarised Stokes photons is shown in Fig.
3.5B as a function of the angle η between the polarisation plane of the pump-and-
probe beam and the X-Y plane. In particular, |P|2 for a completely disordered system
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Figure 3.5: (A) Top graph: inverse tangent of Adc/A2ω as a function of the disorder parameter t. Bottom
graph: dc and ac amplitudes (in arbitrary units) of the squared modulus of the third-order polarisabil-
ity (|P|2) of the system when excited with linearly polarised pump-and-probe photons and circularly
polarised Stokes photons as a function of t. (B): |P|2 at different values of the disorder parameter as a
function of the angle η between the polarisation plane of the pump-and-probe beam and the X-Y plane.

(t = 1) has no dependence on the pump-beam polarisation orientation. Whereas |P|2
in an ordered system (t < 1) is highest when the pump beam polarisation orienta-
tion is parallel with respect to the molecular-bond dipole and lowest when it is
perpendicular to it, with the modulation amplitude increasing with decreasing t.

It is apparent from Fig. 3.5A that the disorder parameter t is closely related to the
inverse tangent of Adc/A2ω, which is a quantity – expressed in degrees in the Figure
– that can be directly measured with the RP-CARS setup:

α = tan−1

(
A2ω

Adc

)
(3.6)

Notably, the disorder parameter is a ratiometric quantity, allowing the removal of
contributions from difficult-to-measure quantities, such as the laser power delivered
to the sample, the collection efficiency of the optics, and the sensitivity of the PMTs.
To this end it is very convenient to express the relation between Adc and A2ω as an
angle (α) rather than, e.g., with their ratio, as the former is much less sensitive to
noise with respect to the latter, especially in regions of the image where the density
of CH2 bonds is low (small Adc).
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3.2.3 Results

In order to obtain controlled and measurable myelin damage, explanted sciatic
mouse nerves were acutely exposed to lyso-PtdCho, a well-known demyelinating
agent [167, 231]. Lyso-PtdCho exerts its action via a calcium-dependent pathway
[167] and induces a swelling and a disruption of the myelin architecture, from the
outside to the inside of each fibre (partially at the expense of the fibre lumen) as
depicted in the inset of Fig. 3.6. It was recognized early on, by using TEM [231], that
the main effect of lyso-PtdCho was to disorganise the juxtaposition of the concentric
myelin layers, thereby making them less compact and less symmetrically ordered
around the fibre main axis. However, the important role played in this process by
the lytic enzymes calpains and phospholipase A2 (PLA2) was acknowledged only
recently [167].

It is reasonable to assume that, during the lyso-PtdCho-induced demyelinating
process, PLA2 hydrolyses the myelin phospholipids into lysophospholipids and
fatty acids. The increase in molecular spatial degrees of freedom caused by the PLA2-
catalysed cleavage of the second acyl bond in the glycerol moiety (or the removal of
the fatty acid from the membrane) translates in my model simply into an increase
of t. It is quite likely that these are not the only biochemical processes occurring in
this experimental model and therefore my theoretical model cannot be expected to
yield quantitative results (partly because the numerical values of the susceptibility-
tensor elements are not universal and they might change during the process), yet it is
tempting to quantify the amount of damage in the myelin layers with the parameter
α.

In order to compare α to a reference health indicator, for each nerve fibre I com-
puted the g-ratio (schematised in the inset of Fig. 3.6), at present the best image-
based index of myelin damage known in the literature [167, 232–234]. The g-ratio
for healthy myelin fibre is usually about 0.6-0.7. In my demyelination model the g-
ratio decreases as a function of time as the damage progresses. It should be noted
that other authors [167] report that the exposure to lyso-PtdCho induces an increase
(rather than a decrease) of the g-ratio. This apparent discrepancy occurs because
Cheng et al. [167] take into account only the undamaged myelin in the calculation
of the g-ratio, while I include the entire myelin sheath, i.e. both the healthy and
the swollen parts. I decided to compute the g-ratio in this way, even though higher
g-ratio values are consistently associated with myelin damage in the literature, be-
cause I observed that the myelin compact region completely disappears while the
nervous fibre alteration process is manifestly still ongoing.
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Figure 3.6: Correlation plot between the g-ratio and the effective angle 〈α〉. Different colours denote
different nervous fibres, while different shapes (squares, triangles) denote experiments on different nerves
(different mice). The ellipse describes the 95% confidence interval. The correlation coefficient (r2) is 0.85
and the p-value is <0.001 (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient). Inset: In the lyso-PtdCho damage
model the chemical demyelinating agent induces myelin damage (in red) and swelling from the outside
to the inside of the fibre. The swelling induces both a reduction of the internal lumen and a growth of
the global nerve fibre diameter. Therefore, since the inner diameter is reduced and the outer diameter is
enlarged, the ratio between the two (g-ratio) is greatly reduced.
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Since the g-ratio is a fibre-based indicator rather than a pixel-based one, I defined
an effective angle alpha, 〈α〉 as:

〈α〉 = tan−1




∑
i

A2ω,i

∑
i

Adc,i


 (3.7)

where the index i runs over all the pixels pertaining to the (manually selected)
myelin walls.

Consistently with the theoretical model and with the observations reported in
[167], 〈α〉 is found to decrease with time. Notably, I observed a remarkably strong
correlation (correlation coefficient: 0.85, p-value<0.001, Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient) between the g-ratio values and 〈α〉, as shown in Fig. 3.6, demonstrating
that this technique is well suited to quantifying alterations in myelin sheaths with a
fully label-free approach.

In the plot shown in Fig. 3.6, 〈α〉 saturates at approximately 4 degrees at low g-
ratios, corresponding to an A2ω/Adc ratio of about 7%. The same value is also found
by analysing myelin-free image areas, such as the fibre lumen. However, if 〈α〉 is
computed by substituting the scalar sum at the numerator of Eq. 3.7 with a vector

summation

∣∣∣∣∑
i

−→
A 2ω,i

∣∣∣∣ (i.e. also taking into account the φ value of each pixel and

computing the magnitude of the resulting vector), the A2ω/Adc background value
drops down to 3%. This value is consistent with the effect caused by the residual
distortion of the polarisations present in the incoming beams, as discussed in the
Section 2.1.3. Using a scalar mean function is reasonable with sufficiently high A2ω

values but could lead to a slight overestimation of α in regions of low A2ω, where a
vector mean function is more appropriate, yet the latter would fail when computed
over fibres that are curved in the imaging plane. Following these considerations, I
estimate that other effects that could yield polarisation distortions, such as myelin
birefringence [196], are negligible in this experimental configuration, consistently
with the fact that the imaging was not performed very deeply within the nerve
(<40 µm) and that the signal was collected in the epi direction.

Since the presented algorithm is pixel based, it is also possible to colour-map the
images with the α value (as shown in Fig. 3.7), yielding a real-time, pixel-based
indication of the myelin health status during the acquisitions and to have a very
intuitive representation of the on-going damage. On the contrary, using the g-ratio
as a measure of the myelin health status requires time-consuming post-acquisition
analysis steps, i.e. manually tracing all the fibres.

The pixel-based α value ranges from a minimum of 0 in the ideal case to a sample-
specific maximum (21 in this experiment). The sample-specificity of the maximum
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Figure 3.7: Explanted-sciatic-nerve myelinated fibres imaged by RP-CARS. Top row (A, B, C) panels:
grayscale images of the Adc signal. Bottom row (D, E, F) panels: colour maps of α. In the HSV colour
representation, the hue ranges from red to yellow to green at increasing values of α, as depicted in
the colour bar at the bottom-right, while the value is proportional to Adc and the saturation is kept at
maximum. Columns represent acquisitions taken immediately after the exposition to lyso-PtdCho (first
column), after 30 minutes (second column), and after 50 minutes (third column). Scale bar: 10 µm.
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value is a consequence of the sample-related variability of the myelin composition
and therefore of the value of the susceptibility tensor. However, as discussed before
in this Section, even though it is mandatory to take into account a sample-specific
maximum value for α in order to perform comparative studies (similarly to what
is commonly done with the g-ratio), the qualitative behaviour of α as function the
sample molecular disorder is not expected to change.

It should be noted that there are several factors that can fictitiously reduce α:
photomultiplier dark current and CARS non-resonant background can increase the
measured value of Adc therefore leading to an underestimation of α. However, this
does not significantly affect the images since it is relevant only in pixels associated
with small Adc and A2ω values or, in other words, areas that are coloured in black. It
should also be noted that the present method assumes that the symmetry axis of the
acyl-chain distribution lies in the imaging plane within the point-spread function.
An out-of-plane component of the axis leads to a reduction of the measured value
of α. Indeed, in the extreme case when the symmetry axis is perpendicular to the
imaging plane (e.g. when the imaging plane is tangent to the myelin wall), this
method would erroneously yield α = 0. This is visible for example in the lower-
left corner of Fig. 3.7D, where the imaging plane is almost tangent to the myelin
sheath. Myelinated fibres with a very small radius also lead to a fictitiously reduced
angle. These cases are easily recognisable by eye and, therefore, excludable from the
analysis.

In conclusion, by correlating the measured anisotropy with the g-ratio, I demon-
strated that this technique is well suited to visualizing local alteration in myelin
sheaths: the α value can be measured and visualised in real-time on a pixel-by-pixel
basis. Furthermore, it does not require three-dimensional acquisitions and complex
post-acquisition image analysis.

Biological sample preparation

Adult (aged from P47 to P120) wild type mice (C57BL/6J strain, Jackson Labora-
tory) were euthanised with cervical dislocation according to the ethical guidelines
of the Italian (DL 116/1992) and European Community (86/609/EEC) laws. After
death, the sciatic nerves were rapidly surgically explanted and then incubated in con-
stantly oxygenated (95% O2, 5% CO2) Krebs-Henseleit buffer (K3753 Sigma-Aldrich)
kept at 38 ◦C to prevent damages to the fibres. The explanted nerves were put in
WillCo dishes (GWSt-3522, WillCo Wells) and kept immobilised with a custom-made
electrophysiology-type anchor.

Lyso-ptdcho (L4129 Sigma-Aldrich L-α-Lysophosphatidylcholine from egg yolk,
>99%) was first dissolved in 38 ◦C Krebs-Henseleit buffer at a concentration of
100 mg/ml and sonicated for 10 minutes. Lyso-ptdcho solution was added to the
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WillCo dish containing the nerves (exposure time: 0-1 h) at the final concentration
of 10 mg/ml.

3.3 optical readout of myelin health in a ge-

netic model of a leukodystrophy

3.3.1 Introduction

Krabbe Disease (KD), also called globoid cell leukodystrophy, is a rare autosomal-
recessive sphingolipidosis caused by the inactivation of the galactocerebrosidase
(GALC) enzyme [235, 236], with an incidence of one case in 100, 000 births. GALC is
a lysosomal enzyme implicated in the catabolism of galactolipids, including galactosyl-
ceramide and psychosine (PSY), also called galactosyl-sphingosine. Its inactivation
causes a cytotoxic increase in the cellular levels of PSY that is thought [237] to be at
the origin of the tissue-level effects, even though the precise molecular mechanisms
behind its cytotoxicity are still currently under discussion [238–248]. The increase in
PSY concentration in the CNS and in the PNS leads to Schwann cell and oligoden-
drocyte death, causing progressive demyelination associated to reactive astrocytosis
[244], microgliosis [249] and neurodegeneration [250]. The onset is often early in-
fantile [235] and, even though several promising treatments at the pre-clinical stage
have been proposed in recent years [251–253], a cure for the human disease is still
lacking: KD is often fatal in the first years of life [254].

An excellent genetic model of the human KD is represented by the twitcher (TWI)
mouse. It is an enzymatically authentic model of KD, since it is derived from a re-
cessive spontaneous nonsense mutation of the GALC gene, and it closely resembles
the histological, biochemical and morphological characteristics of human KD [255].
For several reasons, including the ease of access and manipulation, the sciatic nerve
is a frequently used sample to study the effect of the disease on the PNS of the TWI
mouse [239, 241, 250, 253, 256–258].

Microscopy techniques such as TEM [241, 255], immunofluorescence [241, 247, 248,
251–253] and confocal microscopy [241, 248, 251–253] have been used extensively to
study the TWI mouse and they have provided important insights into the under-
stating of the pathogenetic process and in the ideation of possible treatments. After
having already shown in Section 3.2 that the degree of anisotropy of the CH2 bonds
in myelin sheaths (quantified with α) presents a significant correlation with their
health status in a chemical model of demyelination, in the following Section I shall
report the use of RP-CARS to visualise molecular spatial order anomalies in the
genetic animal model of a leukodystrophy: the TWI mouse [259].
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3.3.2 Results

Qualitative analysis

TWI-mouse phenotype is characterized by rapid myelin degeneration after the symp-
tomatic onset of the disease (P20). This is clearly seen in the Fig. 3.8 which depicts
a large-field-of-view CARS image of a sciatic nerve of WT mouse compared to that
of a TWI mouse. In the TWI image the myelinated fibres appear sparser: this is be-
cause the pump and Stokes beams combination is chosen to target the CH2 bonds
and, in this condition, the demyelinated (or unmyelinated) fibres are invisible, lack-
ing a sufficiently high CH2 bonds concentration. Moreover, numerous alterations in
the myelin-wall morphology are clearly visible.

Higher resolution and magnification sciatic-nerve images are depicted in Fig. 3.9.
These images are representative of WT, presymptomatic TWI and symptomatic TWI
conditions. The hue in these images is constructed by colour-mapping the pixel-
based α value (described in Section 3.2.2). As displayed in this Figure, there is little
difference between the WT and the TWI presymptomatic conditions (green colour),
while it can be clearly seen that most of the myelinated fibres present ample portions
of damaged myelin walls (yellow colour and tortuous appearance) in the TWI symp-
tomatic condition. Unexpectedly, it is occasionally possible to observe long sections
of myelin walls with almost normal morphological appearance in the symptomatic
TWI condition images (indicated with white arrows in Fig. 3.9C-D), even in the late
period after onset (P25). It is worth noting that, despite their almost normal morphol-
ogy, the α values of these fibres present a large variability. I have found it to vary
from the value found in WT or presymptomatic TWI (α ≈ 15, Fig. 3.9C) to very low
values, comparable to other fibres in the same nerve presenting evident morphology
alterations (Fig. 3.9D).

Quantitative analysis

For each z-stack I computed the Α value by averaging the α values of the pixels asso-
ciated with myelin, as described at the end of this Section; this value was constructed
to be a global label-free optical indicator of the myelin health imaged in the stack. I
then averaged the Α values to obtain a single value for each animal and the results
are shown in Fig. 3.10. It is evident that before the onset age the Α values of the TWI
mice are constant, while after the onset they decrease in a linear manner (p = 0.0005,
General Linear Model). In comparison, the Α values of the WT mice remain constant
over the whole age range (model p-value = 0.0012, adjusted R2 = 0.7264).

In addition, the average Α value of presymptomatic TWI mice was found to be
slightly higher (∆α ≈ 3) than that of the WT mice (p = 0.03, Student t-test). This last
result should be treated with caution, due to the small number of presymptomatic
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Figure 3.8: CARS images (2850 cm−1, CH2 bonds) of sciatic nerve optical longitudinal sections from a
TWI P21 mouse (A) and of a WT P27 mouse (B). Scale bar: 40 µm.
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Figure 3.9: RP-CARS images (2850 cm−1, CH2 bonds) of sciatic-nerve optical longitudinal sections from
a WT P27 mouse (A), a TWI P20 (pre-symptomatic) mouse (B) and TWI P23 and P25 (symptomatic) mice
(C, D). Scale bar: 10 µm. The white arrows indicate sections of morphologically-normal myelin walls. The
images were constructed in the HSV (Hue, Saturation, Value) colour space by mapping the value of α
onto the hue (from red, α = 0, to green, α ≥ 20, as displayed in the colour bar on the right), the A2ω

signal onto the saturation and the Adc signal onto the value.
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Figure 3.10: Graph of the average Α values of WT (green, circles) and TWI (red, diamonds) mice as a
function of the age. The dashed lines indicate the predicted values by the statistical model (general linear
model). The p-value and the adjusted R2 value of the statistical model were found to be 0.0012 and 0.7264
respectively. The error bars indicate the standard error of the Α averages. X-axis jitter was applied to the
P21 observations in order to improve the visualisation.
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TWI mice, but it is noteworthy since it could suggest important implications about
the structure of myelin in TWI mice before the onset of motor symptoms, as is
explained Section 3.3.3.

The average Adc signal intensity in symptomatic TWI mice is generally lower than
the WT and presymptomatic TWI mice. In principle a comparison of samples with
different intensities might lead to bias in the measured modulations. In order to rule
out this possibility, I computed the correlation plot between Adc and α, shown in Fig.
3.11. I chose three z-stacks form WT mice and I manually optimised the threshold on
Adc for each individual slice. Great care was taken in order to select only the myelin-
wall sections that lie in the optimal focal plane (i.e. only the myelin section in which
the acyl chains are coplanar with the focal plane). I then computed the average Adc

(Ãdc) and the average α value (α̃) for each thresholded slice. In this way the difference
in CARS intensity presumably stems only from the different scattering effect due to
the different depth of the focal plane. As the Figure shows, a factor-of-3 change in
Ãdc only produces a difference in α̃ of around 15%. In addition, the (Pearson product-
moment) correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.25) between Ãdc and α̃ was non-statistically
significant (p > 0.05). I went on to study the effect of the optical scattering on the
retrieved α value exploiting numerical simulations and the results are discussed in
Section 4.3.

There could be several reasons behind the alteration of the Α values, such as a ho-
mogeneous shift in the values of α; the emergence of a new population of α values or
a change in the shape of the α population distribution. In order to investigate these
different hypotheses, I proceeded to study the populations of α values in addition
to the already shown averages. To this end I computed the histogram of representa-
tive (automatically thresholded) z-stacks in the three different conditions: WT, TWI
presymptomatic and TWI symptomatic, shown in Fig. 3.12. It is evident that in the
TWI symptomatic condition the histogram is unimodal with a peak between α = 5
and α = 10. Dissimilarly, in the WT and in the TWI presymptomatic conditions,
the histogram appears to be bimodal. The first peak (in a position similar to that of
the TWI symptomatic condition) is accompanied by a second peak placed around
α = 20. The unusual shapes of these histograms could explain why the choice of
different thresholds produces only a rather homogeneous shift in the Α values (as
reported in Section 3.3.2).

In addition, Fig. 3.12 also shows the virtual reconstructions of the myelin walls
in the optical transverse plane. From these images it is clear that the α population
centred between 5 and 10 corresponds to both the myelin-wall portions that are
parallel to the focal plane (in which the CH2 bonds are coplanar with the focal
plane) and, in the case of the TWI symptomatic condition, to the damaged myelin
(irrespective of its orientation). As shown in Ref. [207], the (healthy) myelin-wall
portions parallel to the focal plane give rise to low measured α values because the
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Figure 3.11: Correlation plot between the average alpha value (α̃) of manually thresholded slices and
their average Adc value (Ãdc). Each point represents a slice of a (WT mouse) z-stack (i.e. at different depths
inside the tissue) and different shapes denote different z-stacks. The points are colour-coded according
to the colour bar shown on the right and consistently with Fig. 3.9. The ellipse shows the confidence
interval at twice the standard deviation. The (Pearson product-moment) correlation coefficient (R2 = 0.25)
between α̃ and Ãdc is not statistically significant (p > 0.05).
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Figure 3.12: Normalised frequency histograms of the α values in a z-stack representative of the WT
condition (A), of the presymptomatic TWI condition (B) and of the symptomatic TWI condition (C).
Insets: virtual reconstructions of the myelin walls in the optical transverse plane, constructed from the
z-stacks corresponding to the same respective histogram. The images are constructed as in Fig. 3.9. The
only difference is that the areas below the threshold (automatically chosen as described in Section 3.3.2)
and the areas corresponding to non-acquired volumes are displayed in black. Scale bar: 1 µm.
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in-plane orientation of their CH2 bonds is isotropic, similarly to what happens in
damaged-myelin (regardless, in the latter case, of the section plane orientation).

Moreover, this observation implies that, even though some of the myelin-wall
portions parallel to the focal plane are indeed included in the analysis by my au-
tomatic thresholding method (together with the orthogonal portions), this does not
alter the final results of the comparison between TWI and WT. In fact, including
the parallel myelin portions in the average has the effect of decreasing the WT (and
presymptomatic TWI) average while the symptomatic TWI average is unaffected,
and therefore tends only to decrease the significance of the observed difference.

TEM imaging

The ultrastructural characterization of (P30 ± 2) TWI sciatic nerves was performed
by Dr. Valentina Cappello (Center for Nanotechnology Innovation @NEST, Istituto
Italiano di Tecnologia, Piazza San Silvestro 12, I-56127 Pisa, Italy). In agreement with
CARS data, it showed disorganisation of the myelin sheath architecture. As shown
in Fig. 3.13, it is possible to observe within the sheath several points of discontinuity
between subsequent windings. This effect is more evident in the periphery of the
sheath, both in the inner and in the outer side.

The final result of this alteration is highlighted by an increase in the myelin-sheath
thickness in comparison with control samples belonging to WT littermates, in agree-
ment with the data already reported in the literature [241]. Exploiting TEM imaging,
it was already shown that TWI mice are characterised by a larger g-ratio than WT
mice[241, 260]. It should be noted that this difference is in agreement with the de-
creased α value that I observed, since the two quantities are correlated [167, 207].

Biological sample preparation

Twitcher heterozygous C57Bl/6J (B6.CE-Galctwi/J) and WT (C57Bl/6J) mice (Jack-
son Laboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine, U.S.A.) were generously donated by Dr. A. Biffi
(San Raffaele Telethon Institute for Gene Therapy, Milan, Italy) and maintained un-
der standard housing conditions. Twitcher heterozygous mice (Galctwi/+) were used
as breeder pairs to generate homozygous (Galctwi/twi) TWI mice. Five WT and seven
(four males and three females) homozygous TWI mice (aged from P15 to P38) were
euthanised with cervical dislocation according to the ethical guidelines of the Italian
(DLGS 26/2014) and European Community (2010/63/EU) laws. After death, the sci-
atic nerves were rapidly surgically explanted. Genomic DNA was extracted from the
clipped tails of mice by Proteinase K lysis buffer as previously described [261] and
the genetic status of each mouse was determined by Dr. I. Tonazzini (NEST, Scuola
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Figure 3.13: Representative TEM images of Schwann-cell wrappings in the sciatic nerve of P30 WT (A)
and TWI (B) mice. The asterisk (*) indicates the Schwann cells. The degeneration of cellular organelles
(mainly mitochondria that appear vacuolated) in the cytosol of the Schwann cell in (B) indicates the
forthcoming death of the myelinating cell. The two arrows in (B) indicate the deregulation of the staking
in the outer as well in the inner portions of the myelin sheath. Scale bar: 1 µm.
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Normale Superiore and Istituto Nanoscienze-CNR, Pisa , Italy) from the genome
analysis of the twitcher mutation, as reported in Ref. [262].

The explanted nerves were put in WillCo dishes (GWSt-3522; WillCo Wells, Ams-
terdam, The Netherlands) filled with Krebs-Henseleit buffer (K3753; Sigma-Aldrich,
Saint Luis, Missouri, U.S.A.) and kept immobilized with an electrophysiology-type
anchor (SHD-40; Warner Instruments, Hamden, Connecticut, U.S.A.). 3.5 z-stacks
were acquired on average for each nerve.

Data and statistical analysis

A custom-made software application (Listing 1 in Appendix A) written in Python
(Python Software Foundation, Beaverton, Oregon, U.S.A.) is used to compute the
pixel-based α value in post-processing as described in Section 3.2.2.

A second custom-made Python software application (reported as Listing 2 in Ap-
pendix A) computes the average Α value for each z-stack acquisition in the following
way: first the optical slice along the z-axis with the highest average Adc value is iden-
tified. Then the isodata algorithm [263] is applied to this slice in order to find the Adc

threshold value. After that, all the pixels in the z-stack with Adc values higher than
the threshold are selected and the average of their α values is taken as the Α value
of the z-stack. I used the highest threshold value that satisfies the Ridler-Calvard
equation but, as a control, I also checked that different choices, for example using
the lowest valid threshold value, do not lead to significant differences in the statis-
tical analysis. Just a rather homogeneous shift in the Α values was observed when
different thresholding methods were chosen.

All the statistical computations were performed with R software (R Foundation,
Vienna, Austria [264]). TWI mice P20 or younger were considered as (motor) presymp-
tomatic phenotype, in accordance with the literature [255]. The Α values derived
from the z-stacks acquired from the same nerve were averaged and they were as-
signed a weight equal to the inverse of their standard error. The averaged Α values
(and their weight) were used as the dependant variable in a General Linear Model
[265] while the genotype (Galctwi/twi or Galc+/+) and the interaction between the
genotype, the phenotype (symptomatic or presymptomatic) and the age (relative to
the onset) were used as independent variables. Finally, the Student t-test was used
to compare the averaged Α values between presymptomatic and symptomatic TWI
mice.

3.3.3 Discussion

The results reported in the previous Section show that RP-CARS is able to extract in
real time information about structural arrangements in a fresh biological structure
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(myelin) over sub-µm spatial scales. Moreover, the combination of RP-CARS and
TEM observations gives useful insights into the degeneration of myelin during the
post-onset period: these data suggest that the myelin degeneration involves, at least
in the initial state, the contemporaneous appearance of numerous nanometric-sized
(sub-optical resolution) structural alterations in the same myelin wall segment. I
would like to stress that the label-free nature of the CARS imaging makes it possible
to visualise the sample without the manipulations associated with labelling pro-
cesses commonly needed for fluorescence imaging, or with the tissue fixation and
staining procedures required by TEM imaging, significantly minimising the possibil-
ity of unwanted artefacts in the myelin microstructure.

There are in principle some confounding factors that should be taken into account.
In this regard, even though it was shown that CARS absolute molecular-orientation
measures are indeed partially altered by the presence of a structured non-resonant
background [197], I would like to stress that this does not influence comparative
measurements, such as the ones presented in Fig. 3.10, since the non-resonant frac-
tion of the CARS signal is of similar magnitude among the different acquisitions
(TWI versus WT). In addition, the influence of the myelin birefringence (together
with other effects that could yield polarisation distortions) on RP-CARS measures
was already described in Section 3.2.3 and was found to be negligible, partly thanks
to the fact that the imaging was performed in the epi-direction and not at a great
depth within the nerve (< 30 µm). Moreover, the last two conditions, together with
the non-analysed polarisation detection employed in this setup, also make the effect
of scattering on my PR measurements negligible [266]. Finally, it should be pointed
out that the observed discrepancies between TWI and WT mice could be due to
different kinds of sub-PSF disorganisations, such as nanoscopic-sized intra sheath
disorder or morphological changes of the myelin wall (e.g. invaginations or extru-
sions of the surface occurring on sub-micrometric spatial scales), since the RP-CARS
technique does not allow for distinguishing among them.

A quite unexpected result was the sporadic observation (even in the late period
after the onset) of normally appearing myelin walls associated with variable α values.
Normally appearing myelin walls in TWI mice of similar ages had already been
observed [257] by means of TEM imaging and interpreted as remyelinated fibres. In
the pursuit of a cure, the comprehension of the mechanisms behind the survival or
the remyelination of those rare myelin walls while the nervous fibres around them
are already completely demyelinised would be of great clinical interest.

In addition, it is possible to state that the myelin structure is probably altered
at the nanoscopic level even before the clinical onset of the symptoms, when its
microscopic morphological appearance seems otherwise normal. A possible expla-
nation for this observation is the reduced expression of proteins, such as Myelin
Basic Protein (MBP), one of the most abundant proteins in myelin, in the juvenile
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period of TWI mice, as described in Ref. [258]. One of the functions of MBP consists
of promoting the adhesion of the cytosolic surfaces of compact myelin [267], and
therefore its reduction can be expected to lead to a general reduction of the intrinsic
molecular order. However – to the best of my knowledge – there are no reported
observations of decreased myelin interlamellar adhesion either in the CNS [268] or
in the PNS [257] of TWI mice of similar ages. On the other hand, the CH2 bonds of
the proteins are usually much less ordered with respect to those of the lipid-moiety
of the myelin and this could be particularly true for intrinsically disordered pro-
teins such as MBP [267], i.e. those lacking an ordered three-dimensional structure.
It could be hypothesized therefore that the reduction in the number of disordered
protein-related CH2 bonds leads to the observed global increase in the order of the
myelin CH2 bonds and this effect would overcompensate the possible presence of
microstructural effects of the MBP deficit.

Although KD is usually diagnosed in a non-invasive manner, it is worth high-
lighting that nerve biopsies are still required for the diagnosis of several other neu-
ropathies, as discussed in 1.3.2. I speculate that the promising result presented here
could open up new possibilities in the future for the development of less-invasive
methods aimed at human neuropathies diagnosis.

In conclusion, I exploited RP-CARS to demonstrate a post-onset progressive de-
crease in the spatial orientation order of the CH2 bonds inside the myelin walls of
TWI-mice sciatic-nerve fibres. This is the first time that this promising microscopy
technique has been applied to a genetic-pathology model and my observations prove
the experimental validity of this microscopy technique. Finally, I believe that the ob-
tained results might be of great interest for a deeper understanding of the pathogenic
mechanisms underlying human Krabbe disease.

3.4 effects of ageing on the myelinated fibres

3.4.1 Introduction

Concomitantly with the increase in the average lifespan experienced in the last few
decades, an increase in the incidence of neurological disorders was observed and
this trend is expected to continue in the near future [269]. Nonetheless, the study of
PNS senescence disorders is a research field that is still rather neglected with respect
to its CNS counterpart, despite the fact that the incidence of peripheral neuropathies
is up to 15% in people over the age of 40, while around 2% in the general population
[270, 271]. Additionally, over 65 years of age the incidence of PNS diseases is higher
and their progression is faster [272–275].
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The most common causes for acquired peripheral neuropathies are: toxic-drug ex-
posure, trauma and systemic illnesses. In spite of this it is possible to hypothesise
that age-related PNS changes can trigger progressive nerve degeneration in other-
wise healthy aged people. Among the possible suggested mechanisms behind this
condition, there are: reduced physiologic turnover of PNS components, increased
susceptibility to local nerve entrapment, poor nerve circulation and reduced regen-
eration from subclinical damage [276, 277]. In order to test this hypothesis, several
studies have been conducted both in animals and in humans but the results are still
far from being conclusive [276, 278–284].

In addition, even though rodents are frequently used as a model to study the PNS
ageing [276, 280–284], there is not yet a general consensus about the progression rate
of the nerve damage, nor definitive evidence of possible differences among animal
species [285]. In the following passage I shall describe the exploitation of the RP-
CARS technique to study the effects of ageing on sciatic-nerve myelinated fibres in
the same cohort of WT mice examined longitudinally at different time points.

3.4.2 Results and Discussion

I exploited the capability of RP-CARS microscopy to visualise the myelin sheaths in
mouse sciatic nerves (Fig. 3.14A) and to determine their local in-plane orientation (φ)
with sub-micrometric resolution (as described in Section 3.1.2). Colour-mapping the
φ values makes it possible to appreciate subtle differences in the local orientation of
the nerve fibres. This is depicted in Fig. 3.14 which shows two representative cases,
i.e. the youngest (3.14B) and oldest (3.14C) mice that I studied. The “banded” ap-
pearance of the myelin walls of the older mouse, to be compared to the uniformity
of the colour of the younger animal, implies frequent variation of the local orien-
tation of the myelin sheaths. By exploiting the data-analysis pipeline described at
the end of this Section, I was able to quantify this variation over a chosen spatial
scale with the average resultant length β (an index of angular dispersion which is
equal to one minus the angular variance). As depicted in Fig. 3.14D, I found that β,
calculated over a spatial scale of 15 µm, displays a significant (p < 0.05) decrease as
a function of the animal age (Spearman correlation coefficient: −0.9), i.e. an increase
in the spatial disorder of the sheath local orientation.

The analysis of RP-CARS data also showed that the myelin Α values, as described
in Section 3.3.2, do not show a significant correlation with mouse age (p-value>0.05,
computed exploiting the same statistical procedure used for the resultant length β).

In conclusion, the RP-CARS data showed a decrease of the resultant length β with
ageing in the myelin sheath orientations on a micrometric spatial scale in the sciatic
nerve. This observation can be interpreted as the onset of an unexpected “varicos-
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Figure 3.14: RP-CARS analysis of ageing sciatic nerves. (A): Representative large-scale CARS image (CH2

bonds) of a longitudinal optical section of sciatic nerve from a 1-month old mouse. Scale bar: 40 µm. (B):
Colour-coded RP-CARS image of a 1-month-old-mouse sciatic nerve. The image was constructed in the
HSV colour space, by mapping the φ signal onto the Hue channel, the A2ω signal onto the Saturation
channel and the Adc signal onto the Value channel. Colours indicate different average orientations of the
CH2 bonds, as depicted in the colour wheel. Scale bar: 10 µm. (C): Colour-coded RP-CARS image of a
25-month-old-mouse sciatic nerve. Colours and scale bar as in Panel (B). (D): Analysis of the average
resultant length (β) as a function of mouse age.
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ity” in the myelinated nervous fibres in older animals. I argue that this observed
varicosity could be one of the causes, along with possible subtle abnormalities in the
myelin composition and/or in the axon ionic channel expression and modulation, at
the basis of the decrease, measured by collaborators [286], in the caudal and digital
nerve conduction velocity for corresponding-age mice.

Biological sample preparation and data analysis

Unfixed sciatic nerves of WT mice (C57BL/6) were frozen at −80 ◦C immediately
after the explant and kept at this temperature until the observation. The thawed
tissue was put in the central well of a PBS-filled WillCo dish (GWSt-3512, WillCo
Wells) and kept immobilised with a custom-made electrophysiology-type anchor. I
observed a total of 5 nerves, belonging to animals aged 1, 5, 13, 23 and 25 months.
From each nerve I acquired 4-to-5 z-stacks in different positions along the nerve.

Custom-made Python software (Python Software Foundation, Beaverton, Oregon,
U.S.A.) was used to analyse the RP-CARS data. The program is reported as List-
ing 3 in Appendix A. The software first selects the image areas corresponding to
myelin using a threshold value and then refines this selection by closing the binary
mask [287]. The threshold value is chosen to be the 90th percentile of the Adc sig-
nal, computed individually from each z-stack. This percentile value was found to
be the most appropriate for the thresholding procedure after manual inspection of
the generated masks for all the z-stacks, but I verified that consistent changes of the
percentile value do not significantly change the final results.

The software divides each masked image of each z-stack into squared sub-images
corresponding to 15 µm × 15 µm in size. This particular size was chosen because
I found that over this spatial scale the fibre-orientation features are well defined.
However I verified that varying the size up to ±50% does not significantly change
the final results. For each sub-image the software computes the resultant length β
for the φ values of the (N) thresholded pixels, commonly defined as:

β =
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∣∣∣∣∣
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, (3.8)

i.e. one minus the angular variance [288]. Finally, the software computes for each
z-stack the weighted mean of the resultant lengths from all its sub-images, using the
number of masked pixels present in each sub-image as weight.

All the statistical computations were performed with R software (R Foundation,
Vienna, Austria [264]). The stack-based resultant lengths were averaged to obtain
animal-based values and then these values were correlated with the animal age
using the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.
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In this chapter I shall set out the results that I obtained during my six-month stay at the
University of California-Irvine. In particular, I modified a pre-existing custom-made simu-
lation software application to adapt it to RP-CARS-imaging simulation. By exploiting this
numerical simulation approach, I shall show that the α value is indeed a ratiometric and
quantitative indicator and that it is only minimally affected by optical scattering and by
implementation-specific settings, despite large variations induced in the absolute value of the
CARS signal.

4.1 introduction

During my six-month stay at the University of California-Irvine I worked on the
development of a simulation software application to study the effects of the presence
of light-scattering particles on PR CARS imaging. In this chapter I shall report on
the main results concerning in particular RP-CARS imaging.

My work started by my modifying a pre-existing custom-made simulation soft-
ware application written in the C++ programming language. The aim of this soft-
ware is to simulate the distorting effects of one or more scattering particles on the
detected CARS signal. A previous version of this software, including only linear-
optics effects, was presented in a recent publication [289]. The method presented
in this article is based on the Huygens-Fresnel (HF) principle and it is named HF
Wave-based Electric Field Superposition (HF-WEFS) and is graphically represented
in Fig. 4.1. In this approach, the objective-lens surface is modelled as a spherical
surface with a radius corresponding to the focal length and a size defined by the
NA. The incoming light is modelled as a plane wave that is coerced into a converg-
ing spherical wave by the lens. According to the HF principle, the focused wave is
represented by a series of spherical waves generated by a grid of equally spaced
point sources resting on the lens spherical surface. Each of these HF spherical waves
is approximated by the software as a summation of HF plane wavelets propagating
outward from each source with the same initial amplitude and phase [290, 291]. The
software then exploits a ray-tracing algorithm to select only the plane wavelets that
are effectively directed toward the detector (after passing through a condenser lens)

83
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D Detector D

A B

Figure 4.1: HF plane wavelets in nonscattering (A) and scattering (B) media. The spherical surface pro-
duces a series of forward-propagating HF spherical waves shown as dashed semicircles. In non-scattering
media, each HF plane wavelet provides a partial electrical field at point D. In media containing scatterers,
an HF plane wavelet incident upon a particle produces a complete 3D scattered field. The contribution
from each scattered field provides a partial scattered electrical field at D. Dashed lines show the bound-
aries of the scattered field (blue and green). The superposition of the scattered fields gives the total
scattered field. Only two HF plane wavelets are shown in (B) for clarity. Figure and legend text repro-
duced with permission from: J. C. Ranasinghesagara, C. K. Hayakawa, M. A. Davis, A. K. Dunn, E. O.
Potma and V. Venugopalan, “Rapid computation of the amplitude and phase of tightly focused optical
fields distorted by scattering particles,” Journal of the Optical Society of America A, vol. 31, pp. 1520-1530,
2014 [289]. Copyright the Optical Society of America.

or towards the simulated scattering particle. Scattering particles are treated as spher-
ical objects having a different refractive index with respect to the medium, and the
scattering computations are carried out according to the Lorenz-Mie theory [292].
After this step, the ray-tracing algorithm again selects the plane wavelets directed
towards the detector or towards a second scattering particle and, in the second case,
the operation is repeated. Finally, the software computes the electrical field at the
detector plane created by the interaction of all the plane wavelets that reached it.

As detailed in Ref. [289], the HF-WEFS method is several orders of magnitude
faster than the finite-difference time-domain method [293] (considered the gold-
standard numerical method for solving Maxwell’s equations), while preserving at
the same time the wave properties of the tightly focused incident beams and pro-
viding accurate focal-field predictions in the presence of single or multiple spherical
scattering particles.

4.2 code development

Starting from the situation described in Section 4.1 and in Ref. [289], which was
limited to linear optics, the authors modified the software in order to simulate the
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CARS optical process. Moreover, on my arrival I collaborated with the authors in
the implementation of a light-polarisation control system in the simulation algo-
rithm. Then I autonomously implemented a sample-definition system in order to
address heterogeneous optical samples (i.e. with 3D spatially-varying third-order
susceptibility tensors). In continuity with the focus of my Ph.D. work, I decided to
simulate myelinated nervous fibres and to study the optical effects of the presence of
a spherical scattering particle placed between the fibre and the objective, as depicted
in Fig. 4.2A. In this kind of simulation different sample voxels must be associated
with different tensors according to the local composition of the sample and the ten-
sors must be rotated depending on the orientation of the molecules in each voxel.
This is depicted in Fig. 4.2B, which shows a schematic of a transverse section of a
simulated myelinated fibre. The myelin-associated third-order susceptibility tensors
must be rotated by the angle Θ, relative to the nervous fibre centre, in order to take
into account the different orientation of the acyl chains (always perpendicular to the
fibre surface).

Finally, I wrote a Python wrapping script that sequentially calls the simulation
binary program with different input parameters making it possible to simulate an
entire 3D imaging acquisition from the original code that can calculate the signal
from only one sample point. A simulated line scan across the myelin wall along
the x-axis, as defined in Figs. 4.2A and 4.2B, is obtained by repetitively running
the simulation while sequentially translating the simulated optical sample given as
input as schematically shown in Fig. 4.2C.

I simulated both a large-diameter myelinated fibre (described in Fig. 4.3A) and
a small-diameter one (described in Fig. 4.3B). The fibre sizes, shown in the Figure,
were chosen to match those of fibres commonly found in rodent large peripheral
nerves and brain white-matter tracts [294, 295]. The third-order-susceptibility tensor
was set according to the values that I measured in fresh sciatic-nerve myelinated
fibres, reported in Section 2.1.4.

Finally, the size (1 µm) and the refractive index (1.49) of the scattering particle
were set according to those of the lipid droplets observed inside the neurons [296],
while the refractive index of the medium was set to 1.333. The simulated focal plane
was set to coincide with the equatorial longitudinal plane of the nervous fibre and
the scattering particle was placed centred with respect to the myelin wall thickness
and below the fibre (3.8 µm below the focal plane in the first case and 1.5 µm below
in the second case), being almost in contact with the myelin wall, as depicted in Fig.
4.3.

All the settings in the simulation were chosen to reflect the real CARS setup de-
scribed in Section 2.2. In particular: the NAs of the objective and of the condenser
were set to 0.85 and 0.55, respectively; the working distance of the objective was set
to 1.1 mm and the simulated incoming light beams were configured as a 810 nm
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Figure 4.2: Schematics of the simulated samples. A: Graphical representation of the myelin wall (in red),
the scattering particle (in gold), the fibre lumen (in blue) and the simulated imaging volume (green
box). This colour scheme will also be used in the following images. The fibre axis is oriented along
the y-axis. B: The simulated myelin voxels are associated with a third-order susceptibility tensor that is
spatially oriented according to the angle Θ, as shown in the Figure. The black-bordered box highlights a
transverse section (onto the xz-plane) of the simulated imaging volume. C: Series of transverse sections
(onto the xz-plane) of the simulated imaging volume. The panels in the series are arranged along the x-
axis of the simulated sample: from the border of the fibre toward its centre, this is equivalent of scanning
a transversal line across the fibre myelin wall. The myelin-wall size is specified in Fig. 4.3A.
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Figure 4.3: Sizes of the simulated myelinated fibres and the scattering particle. I simulated both a large-
diameter fibre (A), frequently observed in large peripheral nerves, and a small-diameter fibre (B), often
observed in the brain white matter tracts. The colour scheme is the same as in Fig. 4.2. The size of the
simulated imaging volumes (green boxes) and the relative positions of all the represented objects are
depicted in exact scale. The imaging planes (corresponding to the fibre equatorial planes) are shown in
cyan.

linearly-polarised pump beam (with a rotating polarisation plane) and a 1060 nm
circularly-polarised Stokes beam. However, all the simulations were also replicated
for consistency using a linearly-polarised Stokes beam.

4.3 results

I first studied the optical effects of the scattering particle on the RP-CARS imaging of
the large-diameter fibre. As shown in Fig. 4.4, the presence of the scattering particle
induces a significant decrease in the CARS signal intensity (more than 5%), both
when using a pump beam polarised along the CH2 bonds (on the imaging plane)
and when using a perpendicular polarisation. Interestingly, the induced alteration
in α was found to be around 5 times smaller (around 1%) and therefore negligible.
This result is in agreement with the experimental measurements described in Section
3.3.2 and depicted in Fig. 3.11, showing that the optical scattering (due to different
depths of the focal plane inside the tissue) has a negligible effect on the computed α

value.
It is worth noting that, while the maximum attenuation of the CARS signal is

coincident with the vertical projection (along the z-axis, as defined in Fig. 4.2A) of
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Figure 4.4: Simulated imaging of the large-diameter myelinated fibre described in Fig. 4.3A. This Figure
represents a simulated optical section along the equatorial xy-plane of a single myelin wall with a sim-
ulated scattering particle placed 3.8 µm below the imaging plane and centred with respect to the image
(as show in Fig. 4.3A). The first and the second panels on the left depict the percentage variation of the
CARS signal intensity (with respect to the situation where no scattering particle is present) when using
parallel- or perpendicular- polarised pump beam, respectively (while keeping the Stokes beam circularly
polarised). The third panel similarly depicts the percentage variation of the α value. The colour scale is
shown on the left (from red, set to the displayed minimum value, to green, set to the displayed maximum
value, keeping yellow at 0) while the pixel intensity is a function of the simulated Adc signal. Scale bar:
1 µm. The rightmost panel shows profiles along the central line of the myelin wall (along the y-axis) of
the quantities depicted in the first three panels, as explained by the title colours.

the scattering particle position, in the same position the α value experiences almost
no distortion. On the contrary, the effect on the α value is maximum at the sides of
the vertical projection of the scattering particle position. This observation is in agree-
ment with what was previously reported for linear optics in Ref. [289] regarding the
distorting effect of spherical scattering particles. In the cited article it is shown that,
when the scattering particle position is off from the optical axis, the scattered field
is oblique. In this situation the constructive interference between the incident and
scattered fields produces strong alterations of the beam-intensity profile in the focal
plane.

I then repeated the simulation on the small-diameter fibre. The results are dis-
played in Fig. 4.5. In this case the attenuation of the CARS signal is even more pro-
nounced, being more than 20% for both polarisations. Nonetheless, the alteration of
the α value is 4 times smaller: around 6%.
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Figure 4.5: This Figure is constructed as Fig. 4.4 but it refers to the small-diameter myelinated fibre
described in Fig. 4.3B. This Figure represents a section along the equatorial xy-plane of a single myelin
wall with a simulated scattering particle placed 1.5 µm below the imaging plane and centred with respect
to the image (as show in Fig. 4.3B). Scale bar: 1 µm.

In this case, too, the effects on the CARS signals and on the α value display the
same spatial pattern as in the case of the large-diameter fibre. In addition, it is worth
noting that, in both the cases, while the CARS signal intensity is decreased, the α

value instead slightly increases. This means that the Adc signal decreases slightly
more than the A2ω signal.

In order to check the consistency of the results, I verified that using a smaller
scattering particle (0.5 µm diameter) placed in the same position below the small-
diameter fibre induces smaller distorting effects on the CARS intensity and on the α

value, as expected.
The simulations performed on the large-diameter fibre and on the small-diameter

fibre were repeated using a linearly-polarised Stokes beam (kept parallel to the ro-
tating linearly-polarised pump beam), instead of a circularly-polarised one. From
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the distorting effects induced by the presence of the scattering particle on the α
value (expressed as percentage difference with respect to the situation where no particle is present) when
linear or circular polarisation is employed for the Stokes beam (while keeping the pump beam linearly
polarised). I simulated the sample described in Fig. 4.3B and represented in Fig. 4.5. The graph shows the
average signal along the whole thickness of the myelin wall (i.e. along the x-axis, as defined in Fig. 4.2)
as a function of the distance along the y-axis from the projection of the scattering particle position.

the experimental point-of-view, this approach leads to larger detected signal and
therefore it could be, in principle, more robust against noise. However, a drawback
is constituted by a number of technical difficulties in the practical implementation
of a pair of linearly-polarised beams with different wavelengths whose polarisation
planes rotate perfectly in phase, as discussed in Section 2.1.2. Nonetheless, these
simulations investigate the possibility of implementing a different version of the
RP-CARS technique and were performed to study the robustness of this variant
against the scattering effects. The obtained results, translated into relative measures
(i.e. ∆CARS% and ∆α%), are very similar to the first ones, as shown in Fig. 4.6. This
Figure shows the percentage variation in the computed α value induced by the pres-
ence of the scattering particle on the small-diameter fibre (described in Fig. 4.3B and
displayed in Fig. 4.5) when linear or circular polarisation is employed for the Stokes
beam. Unlike the last panel on the right of Fig. 4.5, here the difference is averaged
over the myelin wall thickness (i.e. along the x-axis, as defined in Fig. 4.2).

In principle, the use of a high-NA objective may enhance polarisation inaccura-
cies, making the RP-CARS method less effective. I have already discussed this issue
in Section 2.2.3, pointing out several qualitative reasons why this effect should be
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Figure 4.7: Effect of the objective NA (defined in air) on the computed α value. I simulated a full volume
of myelin whose acyl chains were oriented coplanar with respect to the focal plane.

considered negligible. To quantify this effect, I performed a simulation to study the
effect of the objective NA on the computed α value. The results are shown in Fig. 4.7.
In this case, in order to rule out possible effects induced by the size of the optical
excitation volume, the chosen simulated sample was a uniform volume of myelin
whose acyl chains were oriented coplanar with respect to the focal plane. As the
Figure shows, the effect of the objective NA (defined in air) on the retrieved α value
was very small, since a factor-of-5 change in the NA only produced a difference in
the α value of around the 4.4%.

4.4 conclusions

In conclusion, by exploiting a numerical-simulation approach, I showed that the α

value is a robust ratiometric and quantitative indicator, since it is only minimally
affected by the optical scattering and by implementation-specific settings such as
the objective NA and the polarisation configuration. This remains true despite the
large variations induced in the absolute value of the CARS signal. Finally, the pre-
sented results are additional proof of the power and the versatility of the HF-WEFS
simulation principle.





5 OT H E R A P P L I C AT I O N S

CARS-microscopy setups, thanks to their intrinsic multimodal nature, are extremely effective
in observing the interactions of nanostructures with biological materials. In this chapter I
shall report on the investigation of these interactions; in particular, I have demonstrated
the internalisation of different kinds of non-centrosymmetric nanoparticles (boron-nitride
nanotubes, barium-titanate nanoparticles and barium-titanate-core/gold-shell nanoparticles)
by cultured cells taking advantage of their non-linear optical properties leading to emission
of SFG/SHG signals. Also, I exploited my multimodal microscope to assess the presence
of barium-titanate nanoparticles within a 3D-printed Ormocomp structure in view of the
realization of active osteogenic scaffolds.

5.1 internalisation of boron nitride nanotubes

Boron nitride nanotubes (BNNTs) are tubular nanostructures with sub-micrometre
diameters and micrometre lengths. They are composed of seamless cylindrical rolls
of hexagonal-phase boron-nitride sheets [297, 298].

Their peculiar properties, including exceptional stiffness, good chemical stability
and high thermal conductivity [299], make them ideal candidates for a broad range
of applications [300]. BNNTs have received much interest in recent years, partly for
their exploitation in nanomedicine as tools for drug delivery [301] and as intracel-
lular nano-transductors [302]. Nevertheless, the biocompatibility of these structures
is still being debated, with some authors reporting BNNTs as safe nanomaterials
[301–308] and others pointing out their toxicity, in particular of ultrapure and long
(~10 nm) BNNTs [309]. An inspection of the cited articles suggested that the differ-
ences in toxicity could stem from the aspect ratio of the tubes: as for other fibrous
material, higher-aspect-ratio BNNTs seemed to be associated to a decreased biocom-
patibility.

In order to test this hypothesis, the BNNTs described in Ref. [309] were shortened
down to 1.5 nm with a homogenization/sonication treatment that allows for their
dispersion in gum-Arabic aqueous solutions [310]. The obtained BNNTs were there-
after tested on two human cell lines: neuroblastoma cells (SH-SY5Y) and human
umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs), with several independent biocompatibil-
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ity assays and exploiting both biochemical and imaging methods. This work showed
no toxic effects in the same concentration range that was tested in Ref. [309], thus
confirming the biosafety of BNNTs and highlighting again that nanoparticle aspect
ratio plays a key role in the biocompatibility evaluation.

I contributed to this work by assessing the cellular uptake of the nanotubes by the
SH-SY5Y cells. To this end, I exploited the multimodality of the CARS setup: I was
able to obtain three-dimensional images of the cells by taking advantage of the CARS
signal emitted by their CH2 bonds. At the same time, the non-centrosymmetric struc-
ture of BNNTs that leads to strong SHG and SFG signals (in addition to FWM emis-
sion) allowed me to image and locate them within cells.

Figure 5.1 depicts a result of the cellular internalisation assessment: it shows a
single slice from a z-stack acquisition, along a side projection, of cultured cells in-
cubated for 24 h with 20 µg/ml of BNNTs. A visual inspection of the Figure con-
firms the presence of BNNTs inside the cells. Figure 5.1, as well as the other figures
shown in this Chapter, is constructed in the Red, Green, Blue (RGB) colour space,
where the CARS/FWM signal (emitted around 650 nm) and the SFG signal (emitted
around 460 nm) are mapped onto the green channel and the red channel respectively,
whereas the blue channel is set to zero.

5.2 internalisation of barium-titanate nanopar-

ticles

Barium Titanate Nanoparticles (BTNPs) belong to a class of ferroelectric materials
showing high piezoelectricity [311]. They demonstrate high cytocompatibility [202],
excellent properties as nonlinear imaging probes [312] (an example of their multi-
modal spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.2) and the ability to deliver doxorubicin in cancer
cells by improving drug uptake [313]. Moreover, BTNPs were proven to enhance the
osteogenic differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), as demonstrated by
an increment of hydroxyapatite deposition [314].

The ability of MSCs to differentiate into osteoblasts is well known, but the os-
teogenic potential of MSCs decreases with the prolonged culture duration necessary
to obtain an appropriate number of cells for clinical applications [315]. For this rea-
son, there is great interest in methods able to foster osteogenesis in MSCs and also
to this end several nanomaterials were proposed as possible solutions [316–318].

Physical cues can also influence cell differentiation [319] and proliferation [320].
Among these, gravity is required for the correct development of land-based organ-
isms, and in particular for the skeleton, for the muscles, and for the nervous systems
[321]. Bone growth is particularly affected by altered gravity conditions: evidence re-
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Figure 5.1: Multimodal image of SH-SY5Y cells treated for 24 h with 20 µg/ml BNNTs. Green: CARS
signal from CH2 bonds and FWM signal from the sample (including BNNTs), red: SFG signal from
BNNTs. (A): Optical section in the cells plane. The dark spots are the shadows of BNNTs below or above
the imaging plane. (B): Virtual section along the dashed yellow line indicated in (A) and perpendicular
to the focal plane. The WillCo-dish glass surface is indicated by a white dotted line. The yellow circle
highlights the same single BNNT in (A) and (B). Scale bar: 10 µm.
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garding bone regeneration suggests that hyper-gravity exposure – conversely with
regard to micro-gravity, which negatively affects osteogenesis – may enhance the
osteogenic potential of osteoblast precursors [322].

Based on these premises, we investigated the combined effects of hyper-gravity
and BTNPs on the osteogenic differentiation of rat MSCs and the hyper-gravity ef-
fects on nanoparticle internalisation [203]. To obtain the hyper-gravity condition,
a large-diameter centrifuge was used in the presence of a BTNP-doped culture
medium. Cell morphology and nanoparticle internalisation were analysed with imag-
ing methods, while cell differentiation was evaluated with molecular-biology meth-
ods. Following a 20-g treatment, alterations in cytoskeleton conformation, cellular
shape and morphology were found, as well as a significant increment of osteoblastic
marker expression both at gene and protein levels together with a substantial in-
crement of nanoparticle uptake. Taken together, these findings suggest a synergistic
effect of hyper-gravity and BTNPs in the enhancement of the osteogenic differen-
tiation of MSCs. This result holds promise for the design of new approaches in
bone-tissue engineering, as well as for in-vitro drug-delivery strategies where an in-
crement of nanocarrier internalisation could result in a higher drug uptake by the
cells.

I contributed to this work by visualising the cellular uptake of the BTNPs by
the MSCs cells exposed to different experimental conditions. Results of multimodal
imaging on proliferating and differentiating cells internalising BTNPs at 1-g and 20-
g are reported in Fig. 5.2. The image is constructed by mapping SFG (from BTNPs)
and CARS/FWM signals as Fig. 5.1. Figure 5.2A depicts images representative of
the four experimental conditions, highlighting a perinuclear cytoplasmic accumu-
lation of BTNPs. A quantitative evaluation of BTNP uptake (Fig. 5.2B), performed
by another experimenter in terms of percentage of the cytoplasmic area occupied
by the BTNPs, revealed a strong enhancement of BTNP internalisation in cells that
underwent hyper-gravity stimulation (p<0.05), both in differentiation (6.8 ± 0.8% at
20-g, 3.6 ± 0.3% at 1-g) and in proliferation (2.7 ± 0.3% at 20-g, 1.4 ± 0.1% at 1-g)
conditions (Kruskal-Wallis test with Nemenyi-Damico-Wolfe-Dunn post-hoc tests).
The generally higher internalisation in differentiation conditions was simply due to
a longer BTNP incubation time (3 + 48 hours for differentiation samples versus 3
hours for proliferation samples).

In addition, I have exploited these nanoparticles to measure the PSF of the micro-
scope, estimated to be about one third of the micron in the imaging plane.
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Figure 5.2: (A): Multimodal images showing BTNP internalisation inside the cells. The CARS/FWM
signal from the CH2 bonds and from the BTNPs is mapped on the green channel while the SFG signal
from the BTNPs is mapped on the red channel. The bottom panels show transverse sections along the
dashed lines shown in the top panels. The glass/solution interfaces are indicated by the dashed lines. The
displayed images are representative of the experimental conditions: cell proliferation versus osteogenic
differentiation and normal gravity (“1 g”) versus hyper-gravity stimulation (“20 g”). Scale bar: 50 µm. (B):
Box-plot quantification of BTNP internalisation as percentage of the area occupied by the BTNPs in the
four different experimental conditions. The statistically significant differences (p<0.05) are marked with
an asterisk (*).
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5.3 internalisation of barium-titanate-core/gold-

shell nanoparticles

Nanoshells are spherical nanoparticles consisting of a dielectric core covered by a
thin metallic shell. The core/shell approach allows for the tuning of the plasmon
band [323] throughout the visible and into the infrared region of the electromagnetic
spectrum [324–326], simply by changing the thickness of the shell, while offering
huge flexibility in terms of a variety of physical, chemical and optical characteristics
by appropriately choosing the core material.

These nanoparticles are exploited as contrast agents whose optical properties can
be tuned across a broad range of wavelengths in comparison to conventional molec-
ular contrast agents [327, 328]. Moreover, they are biocompatible and non-photo-
bleaching [329], and have been employed in various imaging modalities [329, 330].
The enhanced optical absorption at the plasmon wavelength makes core/shell struc-
tures ideal nanoscale heat sources. To this end, they are currently being studied at
the preclinical level for cancer photothermal therapy in-vitro [331, 332] and in-vivo
[333, 334] and as absorbers for tissue welding [335, 336].

Cancer hyperthermia therapy entails heating the neoplastic tissue to a tempera-
ture of 42 ◦C - 47 ◦C for some tens of minutes [337], leading to irreversible dam-
age for the cancerous cells, which may undergo either necrotic or apoptotic death
[338–341]. In fact, there is mounting evidence of the clinical potential of hyperther-
mia therapy when employed with conventional cancer therapy methods to achieve
more effective results [340]. Finally, a recent evolution of hyperthermia therapy has
emerged, named photothermal therapy. Here, the exogenous photothermal agents
absorb the incident laser energy and act as nanoscale heaters in order to achieve
selective destruction of cancer cells in a noninvasive, high-precision fashion. From
proof-of-concept studies [333, 342–345], this approach is rapidly moving towards
clinical application [346].

Following this line, Farrokhtakin and collaborators reported the synthesis of bar-
ium titanate core-gold shell nanoparticles (BaTiO3@goldshells) in a recent article
[220] and subsequently we demonstrated their potential in cancer photothermal ther-
apy [219]. An SEM image of BaTiO3@goldshells is shown in Fig. 2.11. The motivation
for selecting barium titanate as the core of the nanoshells stems from recent results
on the application of piezoelectric materials in biology [302], in order to study fur-
ther the potential resulting from merging piezoelectric and plasmonic properties.

In this article we explored the effect of increasing concentrations of BaTiO3@gold-
shells (0-100 µg/ml) on human neuroblastoma SH-SY5Y cells, testing their internal-
isation by cells and their intrinsic toxicity, aiming at validating the hyperthermic
functionality of the particles through near-infrared laser-induced thermoablation ex-
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periments. No significant changes were observed in cell viability up to nanoparticle
concentrations of 50 µg/ml, demonstrating a reasonable cytocompatibility of the
nanoparticles. Experiments upon stimulation with a near infrared laser revealed the
ability of the BaTiO3@goldshells to destroy human neuroblastoma cells, by acting
as effective heat-inducing agents. On the basis of these findings, BaTiO3@goldshells
were seen to be suitable for photothermal treatment, and these results represent
a promising first step towards subsequent investigations into their applicability in
clinical practice.

I contributed to this work by visualising the cellular uptake of the BaTiO3@gold-
shells by the SH-SY5Y cells exploiting the SFG emission from the nanoparticles.

5.4 imaging of nanocomposite scaffold

I also exploited the multimodal setup to visualise a nanocomposite piezoelectric
structure build by two-photon polymerization of commercially-available Ormocomp
doped with piezoelectric BTNPs (already described in Section 5.2).

Two-photon lithography is a disruptive technology that allows the fabrication of
complex 3D nanostructured scaffolds, owing to the mechanism of two-photon ab-
sorption and polymerisation of dedicated photoresists [347]. Obtained 3D structures
can be exploited as scaffolds for the investigation of cell/substrate biophysical inter-
actions, for the promotion of a specific cell phenotype and for the modification of
biomedical-device surfaces [348, 349].

The availability of several materials that can be exploited as photoresists for two-
photon lithography allows control of a wide range of physical/chemical properties
of the material (e.g. stiffness, porosity, roughness, biodegradability), which can be
further tuned by doping the resists with appropriate nanomaterials, thus obtaining
“smart” features not achievable by the use of the corresponding bulk material [350].
In the case of piezoelectric-nanomaterial doping, different cell types (including neu-
rons [351], neural stem cells [352] and fibroblasts [353]) have been successfully stim-
ulated by electric fields generated by piezoelectric nanoparticles/nanofibers upon
exposure to ultrasounds [354].

In this context, Marino and collaborators have recently developed bioinspired
3D structures with a structure resembling that of spongy-bone trabeculae, named
“Osteo-Prints”. They demonstrated that these scaffolds are able to promote the os-
teogenic differentiation of SaOS-2 osteoblast-like cells (human osteosarcoma-derived
cell line) through topographical stimulation [355]. More specifically, the enhanced os-
teogenesis was proven to be induced by the presence of the 3D biomimetic niches
able to affect the cellular (and nuclear) shape and fostering cell commitment toward
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osteogenesis. While for this work the authors exploited two-photon lithography to
polymerise Ormocomp, in a more recent publication [204] we described the use the
same technique to build Osteo-Prints made of Ormocomp doped with piezoelec-
tric BTNPs, thus creating a novel piezoelectric nanocomposite material aimed at an
increased enhancement of the osteogenic differentiation of SaOS-2 cells.

We used both imaging and spectroscopic methods to study the obtained structures.
Moreover, preliminary in-vitro testing was performed, demonstrating that both the
topographical and the piezoelectric cues of these scaffolds, together with mechan-
ical stimulation provided by ultrasounds, are able to enhance the osteogenic dif-
ferentiation of human SaOS-2 bone-like cells. These findings open new interesting
perspectives in the field of regenerative medicine and bone-tissue engineering: as
an example, the possibility to functionalise the surface of biomedical devices with
biomimetic piezoelectric structures can potentially foster the osseointegration of the
implants, by combining ultrasound-driven piezoelectric stimulation with a bioin-
spired topography.

My contribution to this work consisted of the visualisation of the nanoparticle dis-
tribution inside 3D structures by means of multimodal microscopy, taking advantage
of the peculiar nonlinear optical properties of the BTNPs, already described in Sec-
tion 5.2. These structures were fabricated as a test of the nanocomposite photoresist,
and built by two-photon lithography.

I observed structures polymerised both without BTNPs (plain Ormocomp, Fig.
5.3A) and with 10 wt% BTNPs (Fig. 5.3B). These images are also constructed by
mapping SFG (from BTNPs) and CARS/FWM signals as Fig. 5.1. The presence of the
nanoparticles inside the structure was confirmed both by z-stack acquisitions (the
virtual transverse section is visible at the bottom of Fig. 5.3B) and by the observation
of SHG and SFG peaks in the spectrum of the light emitted by the structure internal
volume (Fig. 5.3D). In the case of undoped structures, no SHG and SFG peaks were
present in the spectra (Fig. 5.3C).
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Figure 5.3: Multimodal imaging of the control structure (A), done with plain Ormocomp, and of the
nanocomposite structure (B), done with Ormocomp doped with BTNPs. The FWM signal from the Ormo-
comp and the BTNPs is mapped on the green channel while the SFG signal from the BTNPs is mapped
on the red channel. A virtual transverse section (made along the blue line) is shown at the bottom of (B).
Scale bar: 100 µm. The emission spectra acquired from the control structure and from the nanocomposite
structure are reported in (C) and (D), respectively.





6 C O N C L U S I O N S A N D F U T U R E

D E V E LO P M E N T S

In this chapter I shall draw the conclusions of my work and propose some possible future
developments of this field of research. In previous chapters I have shown the efficacy of RP-
CARS as a research tool for the study of myelin molecular architecture; here I shall discuss
its application to other relevant biological questions and point out the issues to address in
order to foster its adoption as a clinical tool.

6.1 conclusions

At the beginning of my Ph.D. course, I built a CARS microscopy setup in order
to take advantage of polarisation-dependent selection rules to detect the local mi-
croscopic orientation of the chemical bonds under investigation: I named this new
imaging modality RP-CARS microscopy. For this purpose, I dedicated particular
attention to several technical aspects: the generation of the incoming beams, optimi-
sation of the acquisition process, movements of the scanning mirrors, minimisation
of the polarisation distortion and spectral focusing. With this state-of-the-art micro-
scope I was able to visualize, in real-time and over a large area, the spatial anisotropy
of the CH2 bonds with sub-microscopic resolution and their in-plane average local
orientation.

This label-free setup was expressly developed for the observation of myelin, since
the methods currently employed for its visualisation require tissue staining (unlike
CARS) and therefore their application in particular (e.g. clinical) settings is far from
ideal. Moreover, the myelin molecular structure displays important symmetry char-
acteristics that make it an extremely interesting sample for PR microscopical investi-
gations.

After having validated the RP-CARS methodology with different samples of ner-
vous tissue (brain slices and peripheral nerves), I used it to study an ex-vivo chemical-
model of myelin damage. By exposing an explanted mouse sciatic nerve to a de-
myelinating agent, I demonstrated that with this technique it is possible to assess
the myelin health status by measuring the intrinsic molecular architecture, relying
on the fact that healthy myelin is characterised by a high degree of molecular order.
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I then proceeded to apply this technique to the study of a murine genetic model
of a human leukodystrophy: Krabbe disease. Thanks to RP-CARS I demonstrated
a post-onset progressive decrease in the spatial orientation order of the CH2 bonds
inside the myelin walls of the afflicted mice sciatic nerve fibres. This result demon-
strates that this label-free approach, potentially compatible with in-vivo settings,
could be used to monitor the disease progression or its response to experimental
treatments.

In addition, I exploited the RP-CARS technique to quantify the variability in the
myelin sheath orientations of the mouse sciatic nerve on a micrometric spatial scale.
I observed an increase in this variability with ageing and this observation can be
interpreted as the onset of a “varicosity” in the myelinated nervous fibres in older
animals.

In order to analyse the large amount of data collected by RP-CARS imaging, I
developed a custom-made data analysis pipeline expressly devoted to the extraction
of information from the complex multi-dimensional RP-CARS stacks.

Finally, I employed a numerical approach based on HF decomposition of focused
beams to study the distortion effects induced by the scattering particles on the PR
acquisitions. In particular, I first modified an existing research software application
in order to simulate the RP-CARS technique and then I used it to demonstrate that
this microscopy method is very robust against scattering, specifically in the case of
myelin sheaths imaging.

Apart from the research activity concerning the neurobiological samples, I also
exploited the multimodal imaging capacity of the setup to demonstrate the internal-
isation of several different kinds of nanoparticles by cultured cells and the nanopat-
terned nature of a structure built with two-photon lithography.

6.2 future developments

RP-CARS has reliably proven to be an extremely useful tool in scientific research,
and I therefore expect its use in the investigation of the submicroscopic molecular
structure of myelin to increase in the next few years. During my Ph.D. course I
observed the PNS of TWI mouse: an interesting and still unanswered question is
whether the same observed differences can also be confirmed in the CNS. Another
interesting question concerns the observation that the baseline value of α displays
a sample-specificity [207]. Although it is well known that the myelin composition
varies with different parts of the body [144], with ageing [282] and with different
species [142], the sample variability among conspecific age-matched individuals is
not yet fully understood. For example, it would be interesting to test whether the
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different genetic backgrounds of conspecific animals can be related to differences in
the α baseline value since this variability could potentially affect the progression of
myelin-associated pathological states. Moreover, it would also be of great interest to
apply this technique to other myelin pathologies, such as multiple sclerosis, or to
apply it to the study of different structures (other than myelin) of the animal or even
the plant body, where an extensive symmetrical molecular structure exists.

It should be pointed out, however, that the experimental implementation of this
technique still presents some technical difficulties and this can potentially hamper its
wide adoption as a routine technique for biological research. In this regard it must
be recognised that additional work is still needed in order to provide an easy-to-use
setup implementation for the non-expert user.

Apart from the scientific applications, this technique possesses a breakthrough po-
tential in clinical diagnostics. CARS multimodal microscopy is an extremely effective
imaging method for human skin histopathology [356]: it was recently demonstrated
that it is capable of providing a discriminative capacity similar to that of traditional
staining-based clinical microscopy methods. However, unlike conventional hystopa-
tology, CARS-based approaches can be performed without biopsy explant, since they
do not need the staining procedure. Moreover, a CARS tomograph was recently de-
veloped explicitly for imaging in clinical environments [357, 358]. To this end, it was
designed to be operated without the specific technical expertise associated with op-
tical research laboratories. Nonetheless, these implementations are not experiencing
the significant and rapid adoption in clinical settings that they deserve. In my opin-
ion, the reason behind this might be that the currently used techniques are extremely
well-tested and cost-effective: the reduced invasiveness and the lesser patient dis-
comfort promised by this new technology are not able to justify this switchover,
particularly when the costs associated with its introduction are taken into account.
This is especially true in the case of skin-biopsy procedures, which are unlikely to
cause long-term health problems. In particular, when biopsies are used for cancer
diagnostics and patient life potentially depends on accurate and timely results, the
employed methods must be conservative and privilege diagnosis effectiveness over
other potential benefits.

In my opinion there is, however, another clinical field where CARS, and RP-CARS
in particular, can be more easily adopted: nerve biopsies. As already discussed in
Section 1.3.2, nerve biopsies are still required as a diagnostic method for particular
(and not very frequent) cases of neuropathies, but they are nonetheless associated
with potential long-term health problems [166]. In this contest, CARS and RP-CARS
could be valuable tools, being able to visualize the myelinated nerve fibres in-vivo
and to assess their health without damaging the nerve.

It should be pointed out that an optical access is still needed and therefore the
nerve must be exposed prior to its visualisation. This can be considered as an initial
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step in the application of this technology, because it would still have several ben-
efits with respect to traditional methods (first of all the nerve would not need to
be dissected). Nonetheless, to assure clinical adoption the associated benefits must
be overwhelming and therefore an endoscopic approach will be needed in order to
overcome the necessity of the nerve exposition. Indeed, there are already several pro-
posed implementations of CARS endoscopy [359, 360], but, to the best of my knowl-
edge, there are still no proposed PR CARS endoscopic techniques. An endoscopic
implementation of RP-CARS would make it possible to completely supersede the
current methods for assessing the health of peripheral nerves, bringing indisputable
benefits for the patients.
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This Appendix contains the listings of the Python code used for the image processing
and analysis.

Listing 1: Custom-made Python software application used to load the raw microscopy data
and save them as tiff files.

1 #!/usr/bin/python

3 """Load the raw microscopy data and save them as t i f f f i l es """

5 #This program loads the raw microscopy data (ASCII .dat files)

#and same them as images (tiff files).

7 #Some images are generated for storing purposes and therefore

#the original information is completely preserved at the expenses of

9 #the readability, others are instead generated expressly

#to be visually appealing and conseguently some

11 #of the original information is loss.

13 #loading the necessary modules

import glob, sys, colorsys, tifffile,os

15 import numpy as np

17 #if saturation_max is true, then the colour saturation in the

#output images is set to maximum, otherwise it is a function

19 #of A2w (valid only with RP-CARS acquisitions)

saturation_max=True

21

#clipping settings as percentiles

23 #(they cause loss of information while increasing the visual appeal)

sat_value_up=1

25 sat_value_down=5

sat_sat_up=5

27 sat_sat_down=1

alpha_max=20

29 alpha_min=0

107
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31 #input sanitisation, define the input folder parameter

cartella_input=os.path.abspath(sys.argv[1])+ ’/’

33 #if the output folder parameter is not specified,

#then use the input folder for output too

35 try:

cartella_output=os.path.abspath(sys.argv[2])+ ’/’

37 except IndexError:

cartella_output=cartella_input

39

#load the Adc files list

41 lista_file_dc=glob.glob(cartella_input+" *dc . dat")

numero_file=len(lista_file_dc)

43

#recognise if the input folder represents an RP-CARS acquisition

45 #or a traditional CARS acquisition and load the file lists accordingly

if numero_file==0:

47 rp=False #traditional CARS acquisition

lista_file_0=glob.glob(cartella_input+" *0 .dat")

49 lista_file_1=glob.glob(cartella_input+" *1 .dat")

lista_file_0.sort()

51 lista_file_1.sort()

numero_file=len(lista_file_0)

53 shape=(np.loadtxt(lista_file_0[0])).shape

else:

55 rp=True #RP-CARS acquisition

lista_file_r2=glob.glob(cartella_input+" *R2w. dat")

57 lista_file_p2=glob.glob(cartella_input+" *P2w. dat")

lista_file_dc.sort()

59 lista_file_r2.sort()

lista_file_p2.sort()

61 shape=(np.loadtxt(lista_file_dc[0])).shape

63 #this creates some dummy arrays

uni=np.ones((shape[0],shape[1],numero_file))

65 zeri=np.zeros((shape[0],shape[1],numero_file))

dc=zeri.copy()

67 dc0=zeri.copy()

dc1=zeri.copy()

69 r2=zeri.copy()

p2=zeri.copy()

71

if rp: #load input data if RP-CARS acquisition

73 for file_index in range(numero_file):
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dc[...,file_index]=np.rot90(np.loadtxt(lista_file_dc[file_index]))

75 r2[...,file_index]=np.rot90(np.loadtxt(lista_file_r2[file_index]))

p2[...,file_index]=np.rot90(np.loadtxt(lista_file_p2[file_index])*np.pi/180)

77 else: #load input data if traditional CARS acquisition

for file_index in range(numero_file):

79 dc0[...,file_index]=np.rot90(np.loadtxt(lista_file_0[file_index]))

dc1[...,file_index]=np.rot90(np.loadtxt(lista_file_1[file_index]))

81

#this function performs the clipping of the input signal (segnale)

83 #according to the parameters: "sat_up" and "sat_down"

def clipping(segnale,sat_up,sat_down):

85 mag=np.array(segnale).copy()

mag_max=np.percentile(mag,100-sat_up)

87 mag_min=np.percentile(mag,sat_down)

mag[mag>mag_max]=mag_max

89 mag[mag<mag_min]=mag_min

if (mag_max-mag_min)!=0:

91 mag=(mag-mag_min)/(mag_max-mag_min)

else: #the function gives a meaningful

93 #output even if the input saturation parameters are equal

if mag_max!=0:

95 mag=np.ones(mag.shape)

return mag

97

#this function takes in input three stacks: hue, saturation, value

99 #defining the image in HSV colour space; and give in output

#an RGB stack of images clipped according the parameters

101 def fai_immagine(hue, saturation, value):

w2_mag=clipping(value,sat_value_up,sat_value_down)

103 w2_sat=clipping(saturation,sat_sat_up,sat_sat_down)

w2_ang=np.array(hue).copy()

105 w2_ang=(w2_ang+np.pi)/(2*np.pi)

w2_img=np.array(255*np.array(hsv_to_rgb_vett(w2_ang,w2_sat,w2_mag)), ’uint8 ’)

107 immagine=np.swapaxes(w2_img,0,-1)

return immagine

109

#this function takes in input a data stack and gives in output a

111 #stack of grayscale images without loss of information

def immagine_grigi(canale):

113 interi=canale.astype( ’ float32 ’)

img_grigi=np.swapaxes(np.flipud(np.rot90(interi)),0,-1)

115 return img_grigi
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117 hsv_to_rgb_vett=np.vectorize(colorsys.hsv_to_rgb)

119 if rp: #excetuted if RP-CARS acquisition

if saturation_max:

121 saturation=uni.copy() #colour saturation set to maximum

else:

123 saturation=r2#colour saturation as a function of A2w

125 #this part creates the RGB alpha-value image stack

alpha=np.arctan(r2/dc)*180/np.pi

127 alpha_mod=np.copy(alpha)

alpha_mod[alpha>alpha_max]=alpha_max

129 alpha_mod[alpha<alpha_min]=alpha_min

alpha_norm=(alpha_mod-alpha_min)/(3*(alpha_max-alpha_min))

131 dc_norm=clipping(dc,sat_value_up,sat_value_down)

r2_norm=clipping(saturation,sat_sat_up,sat_sat_down)

133 semaforo=np.array(255*np.array(hsv_to_rgb_vett(alpha_norm,r2_norm, dc_norm)), ’

uint8 ’)

immagine_semaforo=np.swapaxes(semaforo,0,-1)

135

immagine_w2=fai_immagine(p2, saturation, dc) #this line creates

137 #the RGB phase image stack

immagine_r2=immagine_grigi(r2) #grayscale image stack of A2w

139 immagine_dc=immagine_grigi(dc) #grayscale image stack of Adc

immagine_alpha=immagine_grigi(alpha) #grayscale image stack of alpha-value

141

#the following lines save the created images

143 tifffile.imsave(cartella_output+os.path.basename(os.path.normpath(

cartella_input))+ ’img_semaforo . t i f f ’, immagine_semaforo)

tifffile.imsave(cartella_output+os.path.basename(os.path.normpath(

cartella_input))+ ’img_w2. t i f f ’, immagine_w2)

145 tifffile.imsave(cartella_output+os.path.basename(os.path.normpath(

cartella_input))+ ’img_r2 . t i f f ’, immagine_r2)

tifffile.imsave(cartella_output+os.path.basename(os.path.normpath(

cartella_input))+ ’img_dc. t i f f ’, immagine_dc)

147 tifffile.imsave(cartella_output+os.path.basename(os.path.normpath(

cartella_input))+ ’alpha . t i f f ’, immagine_alpha)

else: #excetuted if traditional CARS acquisition

149 immagine_0=immagine_grigi(dc0) #this line creates a grayscale

#image stack of PMT channel 0

151 immagine_1=immagine_grigi(dc1) #this line creates a grayscale

#image stack of PMT channel 1

153 immagine_media=immagine_grigi((dc1+dc0)/2) #average image stack
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#of the two channels

155 #the following lines save the created images

tifffile.imsave(cartella_output+os.path.basename(os.path.normpath(

cartella_input))+ ’img_dc0 . t i f f ’, immagine_0)

157 tifffile.imsave(cartella_output+os.path.basename(os.path.normpath(

cartella_input))+ ’img_dc1 . t i f f ’, immagine_1)

tifffile.imsave(cartella_output+os.path.basename(os.path.normpath(

cartella_input))+ ’img_dc_media. t i f f ’, immagine_media)
✆

Listing 2: Custom-made Python software application used to compute the average α value for

each z-stack (Α).

#!/usr/bin/python

2

"""Find the average alpha value of a z−stack """

4

#This program loads the Adc and alpha values previously

6 #stored in tiff files (1 channel and 3 spatial dimensions)

#and computes the average alpha value for each z-stack;

8 #optionally it also generates diagnostic stacks for the

#purpose to manually inspecting the chosen thresholds.

10 #Its only input is the master directory that is recursively

#scanned to find the z-stacks located in its sub-directories.

12 #Each sub-directory must contain only 1 Adc and 1 alpha zstacks

#pertaining to the same acquisition. Zstacks pertaining to

14 #different acquisitions must be stored in different sub-directories.

16 #loading the necessary modules

from thresholding import threshold_isodata

18 import tifffile as tif

import numpy as np

20 import numpy.ma as ma

import glob,sys,os

22

#set True to generate diagnostic stacks to

24 #manually inspect the chosen thresholds

show_mask=True

26

#input sanitisation, define the input folder parameter

28 cartella_input=os.path.abspath(sys.argv[1])+ ’/’

30 #This function takes in input a zstacks-containing sub-directory

#and returns in output the average alpha value.
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32 #The function first identifies the optical slice

#along the z-axis with the highest average Adc value.

34 #Then the isodata algorithm is applied to this

#slice in order to find the Adc threshold value.

36 #After that, all the pixels in the z-stack

#with Adc value higher than the threshold are selected

38 #and the average of their alpha values

#is taken as the average alpha value of the z-stack.

40

def estrai_alpha(cartella_in):

42 nome_file_dc=glob.glob(cartella_in+" *dc . t i f f ")
nome_file_alpha=glob.glob(cartella_in+" *alpha . t i f f ")

44 stack_dc=tif.imread(nome_file_dc[0])

media_slice= np.mean(stack_dc.reshape(stack_dc.shape[0],-1),axis=1)

46 slice_max_index=np.where(media_slice==media_slice.max())

slice_max=stack_dc[slice_max_index[0],...]

48 soglia=threshold_isodata(slice_max,return_all=True)[-1]

maschera=np.where(stack_dc>soglia, False, True)

50 dc_mask=ma.array(stack_dc, mask = maschera)

alpha=tif.imread(nome_file_alpha[0])

52 alpha_mask=ma.array(alpha, mask = maschera)

alpha_medio=alpha_mask.mean()

54 return alpha_medio,dc_mask

56 #This function takes in input the Adc masked numpy array and

#returns in output a numpy array representing an rgb image.

58 #Its purpose is to give the user the possibility to manually

#ispecting the automatically generated masks.

60

def fai_immagine(img):

62 img2=img[...,np.newaxis]

rgb=ma.concatenate((img2,img2,img2),-1)

64 masch=ma.getmaskarray(rgb)

data=ma.getdata(rgb)

66 rgb_norm=(data-data.min())/(data.max()-data.min())

rgb_int=np.array(255*rgb_norm, dtype= ’uint8 ’)

68 rosso=255*np.ones((rgb_int.shape[:-1]))

rossastro=rgb_int.copy()

70 rossastro[...,0]=rosso

img_rgb=np.where(masch==True,rossastro,rgb_int)

72 return img_rgb

74 #opening of the output file
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file_res=open(cartella_input+ ’ risultati_alpha . txt ’, ’w’)

76 file_res.write( ’experiment_name\talpha\n’)

78 #if show_mask is True, then create the diagnostic output directory

if show_mask and not os.path.exists(cartella_input+ ’maschere/’):

80 os.makedirs(cartella_input+ ’maschere/’)

82 #this for cycle recursively scans the master directory

#to find the z-stacks located in its sub-directories.

84 #Then it calls the function "estrai_alpha"

#(and, optionally, also "fai_immagine")

86 #to generate the requested program outputs.

88 for root, dirs, files in os.walk(cartella_input):

root+= ’/’

90 for nome_file in files:

if nome_file.find( ’dc . t i f f ’)>-1:

92 alpha,mascherato=estrai_alpha(root)

percorso=root.split( ’/’)

94 exp=percorso[-3]

acquisiz=percorso[-2]

96 nome_exp=exp+ ’_ ’+acquisiz

file_res.write(nome_exp+ ’\t ’+str(alpha)+ ’\n ’)

98 if show_mask:

img_maschera=fai_immagine(mascherato)

100 tif.imsave(cartella_input+ ’maschere/’+exp+ ’_ ’+acquisiz+ ’_ . t i f ’,

img_maschera)

break

102

#closing the out file and ending the program

104 file_res.close()
✆

Listing 3: Custom-made Python software application used to compute the resultant length (β)

of the φ values on different spatial scales.

1 #!/usr/bin/python

3 """Compute the average resultant length of a phase stack """

5 #This program loads the raw microscopy data (ASCII .dat files)

#and computes the resultant length

7 #(i.e. an index of angular dispersion which is

#equal to one minus the angular variance)
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9 #of the phase values on different spatial scales.

#Before the computation, the phase values are

11 #masked basing on a percentile value of their

#corresponding Adc values and the resultant length

13 #is averaged using the number of over-threshold

#pixels as weight

15

#loading the necessary modules

17 import numpy as np

import tifffile as tiff

19 import sys,glob,os,colorsys,re

import numpy.ma as ma

21 from scipy import ndimage

23 #input sanitisation and definition the input and output folder parameters

cartella_input=os.path.abspath(sys.argv[1])+ ’/’

25 cartella_output=os.path.abspath(sys.argv[2])+ ’/’

27 soglia_dc=90 #setting the threshold to the 90th percentile

#if "taglia" is set as true, then the input data are

29 #cropped to facilitate the analysis

taglia=True

31 #if "show_mask" is set as True, then diagnostic stacks

#are generated to manually inspect the chosen threshold

33 show_mask=True

35 #loading and sorting the input Adc, phase and info stacks

lista_file_dc=glob.glob(cartella_input+" *dc . dat")

37 lista_file_p2=glob.glob(cartella_input+" *P2w. dat")

lista_file_info=glob.glob(cartella_input+" * info . dat")

39 lista_file_dc.sort()

lista_file_p2.sort()

41 lista_file_info.sort()

numero_file=len(lista_file_dc)

43

#retrieving the imaging field size in microns

45 #previusly stored in the info files

file_info_nome=lista_file_info[0]

47 file_info = open(file_info_nome, ’ r ’)

linee= [line.split( ’ , ’) for line in file_info.readlines()]

49 campo=float(linee[2][4])-float(re.findall( ’−?\d+\.\d* ’,linee[2][3])[0])

51 #an exception is rised if the image dimensions are not equal
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shape=(np.loadtxt(lista_file_dc[0])).shape

53 if shape[0]!=shape[1]:

raise Exception("Image dimensions not equal")
55 else:

size=shape[0]

57 pixel_size=campo/size #compute the pixel size

59 #creating dummy stacks

dc=np.zeros((numero_file,shape[0],shape[1]))

61 p2=np.zeros((numero_file,shape[0],shape[1]))

63 #loading raw data as numpy arrays

for file_index in range(numero_file):

65 dc[file_index,...]=np.loadtxt(lista_file_dc[file_index])

p2[file_index,...]=np.loadtxt(lista_file_p2[file_index])*np.pi/180

67

#if "taglia" is true, then the input data are cropped

69 #to facilitate the analysis

if taglia:

71 if size==200:

num_pixel=180

73 elif size==100:

num_pixel=90

75 taglio=(size-num_pixel)/2

dc=dc[:,taglio:size-taglio,taglio:size-taglio]

77 p2=p2[:,taglio:size-taglio,taglio:size-taglio]

size=num_pixel

79

#this function divides the input stack ("matrice")

81 #in "num_div" squares (subimages) for each slice and

#it reconstructs a new stack with them

83 def quadratini(matrice,num_div):

n_slice=matrice.shape[0]

85 a=np.array(np.split(matrice,num_div,1))

b=np.array(np.split(a,num_div,3))

87 c=b.reshape((num_div*num_div*n_slice,-1))

return c

89

#this function computes the resultant length

91 #(i.e. an index of angular dispersion which is

#equal to one minus the angular variance)

93 #of each subimage and then it averages them

#using the number of over-threshold pixels
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95 #in each subimage as weight

def var_intra(matrice):

97 v_quadrati=(np.sqrt(np.square(np.cos(matrice).sum(axis=1))

+np.square(np.sin(matrice).sum(axis=1))))/matrice.count(axis=1)

99 pesi=matrice.count(axis=1)/float(matrice.count())

var_media=(v_quadrati*pesi).sum()

101 return var_media

103 #the chosen threshold is applied translating it

#from percentile to raw value

105 dc_min=np.percentile(dc,soglia_dc)

soglia=np.zeros(dc.shape,dtype=np.bool)

107 soglia[dc<dc_min]=True

#closing of the binary mask

109 for soglia_index in range(numero_file):

soglia[soglia_index,...] = ndimage.binary_dilation(soglia[soglia_index,...])

111 soglia[soglia_index,...] = ndimage.binary_erosion(soglia[soglia_index,...],

structure=np.ones((3,3)),border_value=1)

113

#creating the output arrays

115 varianza_x=[]

varianza_y_intra=[]

117

#this cycle finds all the divisors of the

119 #image size in pixels. Then it divides the phase stack

#in subimages whose size in pixels is equal to the divisors.

121 #Finally it computes the weighted

#resultant length for the stack divided in sub-images.

123 for index_lato in range(1,size+1):

if size % index_lato != 0:

125 continue

divisioni=size / index_lato

127 soglia_quadrati=quadratini(soglia,divisioni)

p2_quadrati=quadratini(p2,divisioni)

129 #applying the mask to the phase data

matrice_ma=ma.array(p2_quadrati, mask=soglia_quadrati)

131 varianza_y_intra.append(var_intra(matrice_ma))

varianza_x.append(index_lato*pixel_size)

133

#save the output results

135 nome_file=cartella_output+os.path.basename(os.path.normpath(cartella_input))

np.savetxt(nome_file+ ’_ ’+str(soglia_dc)+

137 ’ . txt ’,np.array([varianza_x,varianza_y_intra]))
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139 #This function takes in input the a masked numpy array and

#returns in output a numpy array representing an rgb image.

141 #Its purpose is to give the user the possibility to manually

#ispecting the automatically generated masks.

143 def fai_immagine(img):

img2=img[...,np.newaxis]

145 rgb=ma.concatenate((img2,img2,img2),-1)

masch=ma.getmaskarray(rgb)

147 data=ma.getdata(rgb)

rgb_norm=(data-data.min())/(data.max()-data.min())

149 rgb_int=np.array(255*rgb_norm, dtype= ’uint8 ’)

rosso=255*np.ones((rgb_int.shape[:-1]))

151 rossastro=rgb_int.copy()

rossastro[...,0]=rosso

153 img_rgb=np.where(masch==True,rossastro,rgb_int)

return img_rgb

155

#if show_mask is True, then create the diagnostic output stacks

157 if show_mask:

mascherato=ma.array(dc, mask=soglia)

159 img_maschera=fai_immagine(mascherato)

tiff.imsave(cartella_output+os.path.basename(os.path.normpath(cartella_input))

161 + ’img. t i f f ’, img_maschera)
✆
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